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Arrow and Nitro Club
Steel Lined S p e e d Shells
Scientific tests show that Remington-UMC Arrow and Nitro,
Club Steel Lined Speed Shells are the fastest shells in the world.
The steel lining grips the powder—puts every ounce of the
explosive force into a straightaway drive. No loss from shell
expansion.
,
^ You take a shorter lead on the fast bird's, get more o f them. '

One o f the Finest Appointed Resort Hotels in the State o f Maine

Center o f the best Trout and Salmon Fishing

Like many other shooting refinements, this steel lining is an exclusive Rem*
ington-UMC feature, found only in Remington-UMC "Arrow” and “ Nitro
Club"—the steel lined speed shells.
\
For all around field shooting, get Remington-UMC “ New Club” —<h* “ Old
Reliable Black Powder Shells.'
Go to the dealer who shows the Red Ball Mark o f RemingionJJMC~t&s9
sign of Sportsmen’ s Headquarters. He sells them.
T o keep your gun cleaned and lubricated right, use Rem Oil. the Sew
powder solvent, rust preventative, and gun lubricant.
J
RE M IN G TO N A R M S-U N IO N M E T A L L IC C A R TR ID G E CO.
299 B roa d w a y

GOLF, TENNIS, MUSIC, BOATING, BATHING, AUTOING
Write for Booklet that will tell You all about it,

N e w Y o rk

R AN G ELEY LAK ES H O TEL CO ., Rangeley, Maine

BA LD M O U N TAIN CAMPS »•“

|

,

Bald'Mountain Camps are situated at the foot of Bald Mountain on Mooselookmeguntic Lake. Near the best fishing grounds. First class steamboat connections—Auto
road to camps—Telephone connections—Tw o mails daily—Write for free circular.
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AMOS ELLIS, Prop’r.,

Bald Mountain.

Maine
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LA KEW OO D GAMPS,
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Middledam, Maine

One of the best all around fishing and hunting camps in the Rangeleys. Lake
Pond and Stream fishing all near the camps. The five mil* river affords the best of
fly-fishing. Camps with or without bath room. For particulars write for free circular to
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Capt. E. F. COBURN, Middledam, Maine.

G R A N T ’S C A M P S,

KEN N CBAG O , M A IN E

Will open for Fishermen and Tourists when the ice leaves the lakes.
We can offer you tho best fishing to be had in Maine. Log cabins with
bath. Write for information, train service etc.
ED GRANT & SON CO.

B L A K E S L E E LAKE G A M P S
On head waters of famous Spencer Stream near Blakeslee Lake.
Best Trout and Salmon Fishing, both lake and stream. Salmon up to*4
pounds in size. New Camps. Open Fireplaces. Write for booklet.
JOSEPH H. W HITE, Proprietor,
Eustis, Maine
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S E A S O N OF 1914
Individual Camps. Rock Fire-places. Fly and Bait Fishing. Lake and Stream Fish
ing for Trout. Telephone. Daily Mail. Write for Booklet,

JU LIAN K, V ILE S & SON, Tim, Franklin Co., Maine.
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M ountain View H ouse f
Mountain View, Maine
For further particulars write or address

L. E. BOW LEY,
| Mountain View,
e
•

Maine. |
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B IL L Y

S O U L E ’S

NEW

CAMPS

Home Camp. Ox Bow;
*
Lake Mijjmatrassett, Maine, L os Cabins
Best of Fly Fishing aqd Trolling for Large Trout, Salmon and Brook Trout.
Moose, Deer, Bear, Partridges and Duck.
Telegraph to Masardis,
Phone to Ox Bow Write to
Via Fort Kent Divisiou, Bangor & Aroostook R. R.
Yours Eternally,
B IL L Y

'

SO U LE .

Formerly at Pleasant Island Camps, Cupsuptic, Rangeley Lakes.
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RANGELEY LAKES AND
DEAD RIVER REGION
,

This wonderful fishing- and vacation section is situated on a
high tableland in
N O R T H -W E S T E R N MAINE'
with an ideal climate for the sumrqer vacationist, being situated approximately
2,000 feet above the sea level, with magnificent mountain scenery, pure spring
water, snvigorating air; with the be3t of accommodations at moderate prices,
from the modest and comfortable log cabin to the palatial and fashionable ho
tel, with its popular outdoor sports; and entertainments and concerts for those
preferring this class of amusement.

The SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY LAKES RAILROAD
issues a descriptive booklet of this territory, containing map of entire region, which will be furn
ished upon application to

F . N . B E AL,

General Passenger Agent,

Phillips, Maine.

A BAKED BEAN
PARTY ENJOYED

are occupying West End Camp.
Guide Herbert Moore and his party
saw 15 deer one day last week on the
way to Little Kennebago and back.
Clyde Ellis and crew of carpenters
have nearly completed a new laundry
Rushmore May Receive the Lov building, which will be an up-to-date
building in every respect and a great
ing Cup for Capture of
addition to the establishment.
Judge William C. McAdoo, wife and
Big Salmon
daughter, lunched with Mr. Ellery Allyn, wife and brother, Dr. Allyn, Sun
day.
They report a great time and a
(Special Correspondence.)
Grant's Camps, Kennebago, August great dinner which included broiled
7, 1914—The midsummer fishing is ex spring chicken, cooked in Guide Cush
tremely good and some record catches man’ s best style, and Charles is “ some
cook.”
have been made the past week.
Berries are fast ripening and those
Mr. Murray Rushmore who had just
one day to fish, was met by his guide delicious berry pies that Chef Appleby
Hall Grant, with his dinner and supper. makes, will be on the menu each day.
At 9 o’clock Mr. Rushmore came into
There is every prospect of an abun
camp with a beautiful 5-pound salmon. dant game season this year. Never
“ Persistency wins every time,” says have there been more young partridge
Mr. Rushmore, who thinks he has a leg chicks seen; also deer, bear, and small
on the cup, which is offered by the com- j game.
pany in behalf of the Forest and Stream
Messrs. Gammon, Weed, Morse and
magazine. This is a beautiful silver Milliken have returned to New York
loving cup which will be given to the after a two weeks’ stay in camp, which
one catching the largest fish in Kenne they say will be repeated annually.
bago waters.
Mr. and Mrs. H. 0. Collins of SpringAmong other record catches are field have returned home, after a three
those of Mr. William Allen, who in weeks' stay, in which time they report
three days has taken fish weighing 3 they had the time of their lives. They
pounds, 3 lbs., 3 pounds 9 ounces, and made a small camp on the Johns Pond
caught, and put back, several others trail where they entertained their
which exceeded the limit. Mr. Edwin friends with a baked bean partyL. Sherman also caught a good fish but Guides Herbert Moore, Jim Stewart
and Elmer Snowman prepared a beanput him back.
Mr. John W. Horton of Provid hole and turned out the finest feed
ence just looked in for the week-end, ever. Even a fierce thunder storm did
bringing his son Roger, whom he will not dampen the spirits of the picnicers.
leave for some time in camp, where he
will be joined by his mother and father
later. This is Mr. Horton’s third visit
this season.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Loring Brace
and sons Gerald, and C. L. Brace of
New York City, also Mr. and Mrs. R.
N. Brace, are in camp for their second
annual trip. The Messrs. Brace are The Cricket Speedier than Ever
connected with the Children's Protec
tive Aid society of New York, and are
with New Engine
enjoying the simple life and a much
needed vacation from their arduous du
(Special Correspondence.)
ties of the year.
Judge and Mrs. L. E. Hitchcock are
Rangeley, August 6, 1914.
in camp for their annual visit, and ex
The Rangeley Motor Boat Club is
pect to remain for some time. They still doing good work and everybody is
talking about, and looking forward to
the gala day, as ulans for the W ater
Carnival, under the management of the
able committee, Messrs. Alton F.
Wood, Joseph T. Wadsworth and J:
O
utdoor
and m oths w anted f o r colleges. H ighest p rices paid
plete .book
book , o£
summer w ork. G et com
corpplej;©
o f instructions an details.
Mason Tilney, are now bding perfected
J A M ifc S IN CLAIR, E ntom ologist. D ept. 9,

INTEREST IN
CLUB’S GALA DAY

BUTTERFLIES
i

and this event will surpass in decora
tion and aquatic effects all previous
efforts.
The Cricket is again speeding over
the lake with a new six-cylinder engine
designed by Wadsworth Brothers>
which gives 100 horse power and drives
the splendid boat on the lake faster
than ever before. In the try out the
engine made a speed of 35 miles an
hour and when tuned up will certainly
do better.
The races for the hydropins and dis
placement beats will beheld next week.
The Club is about to provide its mem
bers with a very serviceable arrange
ment, whereby boats may be readily
lifted from the water so that needed
repairs can be made without leaving
the Club dock.

MANY STARS IN
BALL GAME
(Special Correspondence.)
Rangeley, August 6, 1914.
Tbe Rangeley Lake House Base Ball
team buried Mooseiookmeguntic under
a heavy fire 20 to 8.
Dill's offerings were liberally pound
ed to all comers of the lots and besides
this he wras very generous with his pas
ses. Hendrickson was their only star.
Captain Tilney, formerly of Yale,
caught swell for the Lake House, and
working with him was Morrill whose
smeke and curves showed great things.
On first, T. Emmons, a Princeton lad,
took all that came his way and turned
j in two hits and a triple.
Grant Peacock, the phenomenal
young Pittsburg golfer was at second
and his work was a thing of beauty; he
also turned in a triple and a single.
Dodge at short was the same fast
little man and brought roars of ap
plause from the gallery.
J. J. Jones, Jr., at 3rd, showed what
ajyear has done in developing him into
a finished performer.
Rogers Wicks, Captain of Hotchkiss
was in left and every move bespoke
class.
In center Luther Wood, former ten
nis champion, showed his usual skill.
Graham in right got three hits and
made a pretty catch, his only chance.
The umpiring was very honest. .
The line np:
M.
H. ...
R. L. H.
O’ Brien, s s
Dodge, s s
Hendrickson, 3 b
Emmons, 1 b '
Welch c f, 1 b
R. Wicks, 1 f
Cameron, 1 b, p
Tilney, c (capt.)
Dill, p, c f
Peacock, 2 b
Fuller, c, (capt.)
Jones, 3 b
Graham, r f
Gallant, 2 b
Hunnt, 1 f
L. W ood,c t
Morrill, p
Rankin, r f
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one of the shots were misplaced it
would spoil the effect. There are no
lines or marks of any kind to guide the
artist in making this picture.
With the aid of a mirror Bloice hits
targets behind him—but of course it
Twelve years old Bloice Bowen of La would be much nearer correct to leave
Junta, Col., is a crack rifle shot. Only out that word “ aid,” Mirror sighting
the other day Buffalo Bill called him is about as difficult an accomplishment
the most wonderful boy marksman in as a . ancy. shooter can acquire. Our
the United States. Such praise does young marksman is expert not only
not mean that Bloice is a youngster who with stationary but with flying targets,
can shoot as well as a grown-up; it most of which he throws himself. In
means that he is a marksman whose such instances it is, of course, impossi
performances compare favorably with ble for him to regain his poise before
those of the most famous experts in firing. He puts several bullets through
a small tin can before it falls to the
the country.
Small in stature, he could easily pass ground, “ doubles” on small marbles in
for a boy eight years old. One notices the air and, with a blind over the end
at once the keenness cf his eyes, and of the rifle, breaks little clay spheres
his steady nerves ar partly the cause and pieces of coal. With this blind,
and partly the result of his work with which renders the sights useless, he
the rifle. Bloice began fancy shooting even hits rifle balls which he tosses up
about three years ago At that time for targets. He covers his weapon
he was the proud possessor of an air with a leather case, so that only the
gun. His father, William Bowen, who trigger is visible, and breaks washers
is an enthusiastic and successful trap and discs, these also being tossed in
shooter, recognized his son’s interest the air. *All these are only a few of
and aptitude and presented him with a the stunts which Bloice has mastered*
.22 calibre Remington rifle.
Since Wherever he gives an exhibition the
then the boy’s proficiency and fame spectators are enthusiastic, and the
have grown by leaps and bounds and he residents of La Junta take much pride
has accepted many invitations from i in his growing fame.

WONDERFUL
BOY MARKSMAN

towns all over the west to give exhibi
tions of his remarkable skill. When
professional shooters h^ve come to La
Junta, Bloice has always been on hand
to get points by talking with them and
by observing their work.
So this active and alert Colorado
schoolboy, who has not yet had a birth
day with a “ teen” in it, is able to per
form many of the most difficult stunts
in the repertory of the professionals.
One of his astonishing feats of marks
manship is to outline an Indian head on
a sheet of cardboard at a distance of 20
feet. In doing this he shoots more
than 150 holes in the cardboard, and if

Buffalo Bill was in La Junta two
years ago with his circus and heard of
the lad’s great ability. When he re
turned last month he had Bloice with
him as his guest during the day, and
the two crack riflemen—one old and
the other young—rode together in the
parade.

Both Credulous.
She—“You vowed that it would be
your aim to make my life naught but
one of happiness. And to think that
I believed you!” He—“ That’s nothingl
I believed it at the time myself.”

the
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Seekers . who

write us for accurate infor
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“ BILLY” AT LAKE
RETURN MANY
FIFTY GUESTS
MILLMAGASSETT
ARE BOOKED
FISH TO WATER
Several Real Estate Changes May The Trout and Square Tails are August Will See Many Guests-Man
be Made Near Home Camp.

Making their Appearance.

Loses Valuable Rod.

(Special to Maine Woods.!

(Special Correspondence.)
(Special Correspondence)
Ox Bow, Me., July 27, 1914.
Jackman, July 30, 1914.
Carry Pond, Me., July 31, 1914.
Mercury 58 degrees and fine. I ’ m
Reports from these camps advise
The fishing through July has been un
stuck! Not a single inspiration has
popped up for a text for our weekly that the black flies are all gone, and usually good.
letter. Heavy loads of lumber, stores owing to the cooler weather o f the last
Messrs. Charles Bickard and Adolph
of supplies, and autos more than full of few days, trout of the square tail or Geering of New York are in camp for
lumbermen have been going by bound
red spot variety are making their ap- three weeks. They are having a fine
for the flats, thence up river to the
time and catching lots of trout. Mr.
several camps in the woods and at the pes ranee in the shallow waters of the Geering sent home a fine box to his
lake and tributaries.
W. R. Hoyt family.
lakes.
Billy is at his cabins again at Lake brought to net a two pounder and 15
There are some large fish in East
Millmagasse^t, chinking and nailing, smaller ones. He thinks that by the Carry pond. Mr. Geering loves fly fish
and will sooq return to take up a chef first of the week there will be lots of ing. He was letting his line trail be
and the heaVy baggage of a party from sport there. Several parties are start hind the boat, and it must have been a
Chestnut Hill, Brookline, Mass. Mrs. ing on short trips and guides are all very large trout that took his leader as
Billy is entertaining her sister, Mrs. busy.
the rod which was a fine one was
Ed Harrison, from St. Mary’s, N. B.,
John L. Heaton of New York City snatched from the boat and lost. Mr.
also Mrs. Miles Richardson, wife of and guide from West Outlet Camps, Geering felt very badly about the loss
our fire warden, who is rapidly recover Moosehead Lake, stayed over night at of the rod as it is one he has had for
ing from an operation for appendicitis, these camps after a trip around the many years.
resting here before going up river to Bow. He claims it to be the finest ca
Dr. Edmund H. Stevens and E. W .
her forest home.
noe trip he has ever made.
Stevens o f Cambridge, Mass., with
Mrs. Eva Noyles of Levant, Maine,
The next week will fill the camps, as John L. Gay of Porto Rico, have re
is here with Master George Noyles! 50 guests are booked for August 1st. turned home. They had fine fishing
helping out as “ chefess” at the home The guests J, at these camps number with R. V. Ham, guide.
camp and at the lake as needed. She .twenty-two. Among the late arrivals
Charles F. Ham and D. G. Bean of
came in with Mrs. Richardson.
ate: John L. Heaton, New York City; Bingham are here for a few days.
The powerful thunder storm which Charles C. Smith, Skowhegan; Joseph
Samuel Folk and A. Capove of Bos
struck Boston and parts of New Eng C. Smith, Washington, D. C.; Mr. and
land last Tuesday, the 14th, gave us a Mrs. W H. Pillsbury, Miss Mabelle H. ton are here for two weeks.
savage kick and pelted us with large Bonelli, Jacob Wirth, W. A. Beverly, I K. A. Burnham of Boston has rehailstones for about ten minutes. Tr.e Boston; W. R. Hoyt, Atlanta, Ga.; L. ! turned home after three weeks in camp.
ground was white like snow but soon Whitten, West Outlet Camps; Miss ! George Spaulding of Caratunk was his
lost its color in the heavy rainfall j Louise; H. Coburn, Miss H. C. Judkins, guide. Mr. Burnham caught over 500
which followed.
Skowhegan; Miss Mary Huston. Bos trout while here. Many of them were
A. B. Hall, A1 Currier guide, re ton; Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Kallewell and returned to the water.
turned from a week’ s trip up the Master Hallewell, New York City;
J. P. Cruikshank and son of St. John,
Aroostook, going home to Brooklyn. Miss Maria Franckenhoff, Miss Alma N .B .arein camp with R. V. Ham,
N. Y., last Saturday. He said he had Gaden, Brooklyn, N. Y .; Dr. and Mrs. guide.
a very fine trip and good success fish Ralph W. Seiss, Philadelphia; Mr. and
Miss Fausiie B. Lane of Attleboro,
ing.
Mass., is visiting her father at Carry
Mrs. W. G. Brown, New York City.
Dr. Martin Burke. 147 Lexington
j Pond.
Ave., New York City, is expected soon
The camps will all be filled early in
at Libby's home camp at the Bow.
August.
The Doctor has been here every season
for the past 20 years and is always a
welcomed and familiar figure.
Walter D. Hinds and party of Port
land are looked for to arrive at Billy's
in the near future.
In his new book, “ Random Reminis
Several real estate changes are on cences of Fifty Years in the Adironthe tapis. The local Grange want a dacks,” H. L. Ives gives many useful
Henry J. Lane who is proprietor of
lot; a Mrs. Grant wants one and a hints for campers. “ In reviewing my
friend o f Walter Hinds wants another, Adirondack camping experience, reach- Carry Pond camps is thinking o f
all quite near Billy’s home camp on the |ing out over a period of 50 years,” he selling, after catering to the sporting
ridge, overlooking the forests even to says, “ I notice that, through the element for over 20 years.
There is a movement on hand to form
the Canada line.
changes that have taken place in this a club of 40 members and buy out Mr.
Notices of births, deaths and mar particular line in recent years, primi Lane. Mr. Henry Holding o f New
riages hereabouts are as scarce as tive camp life, as we enjoyed it in my
York City, who is there for the entire
hen’s teeth. Not that we are not alive ; boyhood days, is in danger of becoming
summer has the matter in charge.
and “ up and doing, with a heart for a lost art, and the younger element are
The object of forming this club is to
any fate,” but we are too busy reap losing much of the real sport and ex
give each member special privileges
ing and curing hay, spraying potato hilarating influences of camping. The
such as reduced rates, the right to build
vines and catching chubs, to make room invalid who goes to the Adirondacks
cabins, put in furnishings, boats or can
for the grim Reaper, tie any unneces for the purpose of gaining his health
oes to his own liking. Just how the
sary knots or ring up the doctor in the makes a great mistake when he fails to place would be run would be decided
dead of night.
adapt himself strictly to a life in the when the proper directors were chosen.
Hauling wood and drawing water open air both night and day.
These two ponds positively produce
make up a large part of our day’ s
“ I have often remarked in the later more square tail trout than any other
work, especially on wash days which years of my life that I have always
ponds in the State of Maine.
with a family of eleven is, believe me' received the greatest benefit by going
A number of prominent sportsmen in
some stunt. A friendly hand on the to the Adirondacks when I have estab
different parts of the country have sig
wringer is not despised and a boiler full lished my camp remote from civiliza
nified their intention of becoming mem
of water is a “ sinequa non.”
tion and lived, ate and slept in an open bers. All those interested should write
Billy’s fall guests are in for a feast camp where I could breathe the balsam
to Mr. Holding at or.ee for particulars
of good things. We have 60 or more and ozone laden air 24 hours in the day,
or visit the camps. The postoffice ad
tender young chicks growing fatter free from the contaminating influences
dress is Carry 1 ond, via Bingham, Me.
each day. It is quite a trick to guard of civilized life. 1 know from actual
so large a hen family from the on experience that one can cure a bad
slaughts of Sir Reynard and the case of malaria by this treatment and
To Seal Bottles.
hawk. Mr. Billy is an expert shot and take no medicine, except Adirondack
Bottles may be securely sealed in
woe-betide the beast or bird which air and Adirondack water.
the following manner: Melt together a
comes too near our ranch.
quarter of a pound of sealing wax, the
J. C. Hartshorne.
same quantity of resin and two ounces
Question of Height.
of beeswax. When the mixture froths,
Lady Southwark, in her recently pub stir it with a tallow candle. As soon
lished reminiscences, tells a story ot as each ingredient is melted, dip the
an Irishman who was cutting turf tops of the corked bottles in the mix
near a bog when a friend came up to ture. It will completely exclude the
him, crying: “ Patrick is stuck in the air.
bog up to his ankles.” “Don’t worry,
then,” was the reply; “ if he’s o n ly up
Was Looking for It^Too.
to his ankles he can soon get out
“ I say, my friend,” called the motor*
Fish Rise Readily to the Fly from again!” “ Yes, but he went in head
first!” retorted the other.-—Pearson’s 1st to the farmer, as he drew un along
side of the field, “ I’m looa.iui a
May to September.
Weekly.
decent road to takfe me into Squigglesville.” “I’m derned glad to hear it,'*
replied the farmer. “Ef ye happen to
(Special Correspondence.)
find it, stranger, send me a tellygram,
Jackman, July 30, 1914.
will ye?"
FAMOUS
About 25 guests are registered
the Lake Parlin House. This place
BACKWOODS
becoming more popular each yea
All of the camps are booked for Au
FAIRY TALES
ust and most of the rooms in the hot<
U. W. PICK EL,
Tne fish rise readily to the fly fro
TAXIDERMIST
Dealer in Sporting Goods. Fishing Tackle.
early May to September. Several fi:
Indian Moccasins, Baskets and Souvenirs.
catches have been I rought in by K. .
RANGELEY.
MAINE
Ed Grant, Braver Pond Camps
Skinner of Boston, Walter Meachum
New reading matter, interesting.
New York City and Mr. and Mrs. C
“ Monmouth Moccasins”
The first edition was exhausted much sooner
than we expected and the pepular demand was
Raymond of South Norwalk, Conn.
They are made for
ao great for a second edition that we published
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen
*n enlarged ami improved edition to be sold by
tna.il (postpaid) at the low price named.
Known the world over for excel
You want to advertise where you
Twelve cents, postpaid. Stamps accepted.
lence. Illustrated catalogue free.
can yet the best results from mo nay
J. W. BRACKETT CO.,
M. L. UETCHELL CO.,
expended.
Try Maine Woods.
Phillips, Me.
Monmouth,
Maine

EXPERIENCES
OF FIFTY YEARS FORMING CLUB
TO BUY CAMP

ALL OF THE
CAMPS BOOKED
of

It costs you nothing.

Write to-day

TAXIDERMISTS

Maine Information Bureau
Phillips

Maine
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NEW AUTOMOBILE
ROUTES LAID OUT

snarl he made his way off through the lake shore,, with their guests
the hushes. A hunting party failed enjoyed a Dutch supper at the Little
to locate the animal.
Brown House on the Trail Friday.
Mr. and Mrs, R. L. Spotts at Camp
session 25 weapons acquired in this Doraljo are entertaining Mrs. Daniel
way. Formerly it was the custom H. MacMahon of New York, who pass
By Following These Practically A ll ; to sell such goods at private auct- ed a number of summers with her
,
ion but it is now found more profit- son in tjliis region.
Construction Work Is Avoided.
able to the state to dispose of them I Dr. E. s. Bennett of Waltham,
by private sale.
j IVJass., was welcomed by his many
-----------friends on his arrival Monday to
In each place m Maine where the! Game Warden E- K Peck of SmyrJ spend the August days at this hotel.
No artificial package— tin, bag, or tin-foil and paper roads are being reconstructed, the na Mills reported to the Fish and Mr- and Mrs* E- A- Howe of Cliest—can keep tobacco as well as the natural leaf wrapper Maine Automobile Association has Game commission the prosecution1nut Hill> Mass-> while tourinS Maine,
that holds all the original flavor and moisture in the laid out entirely new routes covering on JuIy lg before the municipal court were here for tlie first time this week
the same territory, and erected signs, at HouIton of one j errie Camelton and so much pleased with the place
Sickle plug. W hen you whittle off a pipeful, you always not
only at the starting points, but on tbe cbarge of having kiUed and they engaged a camp for their fam
get fresh tobacco, that bums slowly, and smokes cool at all intersections. By following
illegally having in his possession ily next year.
and sweet.
these routes, practically all |con one deer in close time. The man
In order to accommodate all who
struction work is avoided.
As a pleaded guilty and was fined $40 and wanted a camp for this month, Mrs.
Chopped-up, “ package” tobacco loses much of its moisture
whole, these routes are as good |- as costs. In default of payment he was Burns has leased one of the private
before it goes into the package, and keeps getting drier all the time.
those formerly used. Moreover the committed for 30 days.
camps near the hotel
And the drier it gets, the faster it bums in your pipe, and the
Association has issued a neat pam
________
Mr. and Mrs. C. A.
Willets of
more it bites your tongue. Only fresh tobacco gives real pipephlet giving complete running di
satisfaction— and only tobacco you cut off the Sickle plug as you
The Department of State Lands FlusMn&> N- Y -» wll° wit!l their son
rections,, showing all turns, indicat
use it, can be fresh.
and Forestry has a jerew of men en-j Chester are occupying the same camp
ing the mileage and stating where
gaged
in constructing lookout tow ers'the^ have had f°r years» fear their
Economical, too— no waste—no package to pay for—more
connections are made with the old
and
camps
on the various moun- daughter, Miss Eliza, who Is spendtobacco. Get a Sickle plug from your dealer today,
er routes.
These can be obtained
tains of the state. This crew is in] several month’s in Germany, will
free of charge from nearly all the
charge of Edward Small and is at be delayed there and not be able to
leading hotels and garages in New,
join them this month as expected on
England or will be sent upon request
engaged U> building a towaccount of the war preventing the
by the Information Bureaus of theler 0R Spencer Mottntaln
! ooncook lake. Most of the towers sailing of the ship she was coming
Association at Portland, Bangor and
being built are steel with a wooden on"
HouIton. Two mammoth signs 8 x
house on top, but in cases where1 ^ r- and Mrs. Wm. A. Warnock of
18 feet have been erected, one on
the transportation charges are too Jamaica, N. Y , on Wednesday were
the Boston road just outside of Port
heavy to permit of the use of steel 'Joined by their daughter, Mrs. A. *M.
land, the other on the Lewiston-Au
" wooden towers are built.
|Morrell and son WilUam A. Morrell
burn road just west of Auburn, ad
The type of tower being erected of Plainfield, N. J., who will remain
vising the traveling public to obtain
has already been described in the' untH the end of the season.
these detours.
Maine Woods. It is considered the
Mr. and Mrs. James Kirkby of Eng
During the past two years there most approved pattern for moun
lewood, N. Y., who for a month have
h k s p k ***
have been wonderful improvements tain lookou^ purposes.
been In one of the log camfcs, have
in the roads in Maine, due, in great
The State at present has fifty-five also been joined by their son, D.
POACHERS’ FIREARMS CONDEM- „ ulred to be licensed under the pro
measure, to the active and intelli
NED
visions of this law, when he is upon gent work of the Main© Automobile stations in operation and it is plan Kirkby for the remainder of their
ned to build several more the pres stay.
the wild lands or in the woods of the Association.
The state has taken
Miss Dora Reich qf New York,, who
The importance of
the recent State, not having a license as here hold of the proposition in a business ent season.
for the past two months has great
wholesale capture of Canadian poach in provided, it will be prlma facie like manner and the different cities
The office of the commissioners ly enjoyed her stay here and made
ers by Warden Gross is being made evidence that such person is hunt and towns have made a great im
of inland fisheries and game at Au many friends, today left for a month
plainer every day through the war ing in violation of the provisions of provement in their methods.
The
dens scattered throughout the State. this act and he shall be subject to 55 miles of road between Portsmouth, gusta had something the appearance at the seashore .planning to return
Renewed interest was aroused when a penalty of $25 and costs for each N. H. and Portland, which formerly of an arsenal, the department hav for the September days. .
the guns seized from the poachers offence and a further penalty of for was In a wretched condition, has ing received a consignment of fire
This evening the guests are all
arrived at the State House and were feiture to the State of all firearms been almost entirely rebuilt, with arms seized by Warden Gross in his very enthusiastic over the wonderful
recent roundup of six Canadian
unpacked at the office of the Fish found in his possession. * * * ”
effects
tar-macadam, cement and gravel, and poachers near the state boundary. moonlight and the cloud
and Game Commission. The lot will
This last seizure is a sharp notice is In excellent shape, some of It
“ such as we never see in the city,”
b e added to the accumulation of fire to the poachers that the illegal busi- being as smooth as a house floor. Besides the payment of fines the law declared one gentleman, and as all
requires that the firearms be seized
arms seized by wardens and
ofjness must cease and the loss of By these new routes touring In Maine The
deparlment now j,as in lts pos. were quietly admiring the scene no
which the commission now has a- the firearms will serve as another is made easy.
artist can copy, a lady asked, “ Do
bout 25 of all kinds and descriptions, warning to aliens that they must ob
you know why the old man In the
taken from aliens.
serve tbe law in that regard, as all
moon never married?’’ And a young
This feature of the case is an im others.
lady who now wears a diamond
An interesting thing in connection
portant one. He specifies that:
asked
“ Oh,
why,
we
don’t
“ The commissioners of inland fish- with such seized firearms Is their
know,” and was answered, “ How
eries and game, upon the application disposal. It was formerly the methcould he support a wife when he
o f any unnaturalized foreign-born per-; od to put them up at auction at the
only lias a quarter a week and gets
The Summit Spring hotel at Poland, 1
son who is a resident of any city, - annual meeting of the Fish and
full every month?”
town or plantation within the State Game Association, but it was found owned by the Saco Savings bank, is Mooselookmeglintic Team Beaten,
The Mooselookmeguntic ball team
and upon the payment of a fee
of'th a t private sales gave better results[ ProsPering well. A. C. Brooks, who
played the second game with the
but Courage Good for Third
*15 may issue to such person a li- financially to the department and'haS had char(te of the hotel ,or the
Rangeley Lake House boys, Satur
three previous seasons, is in charge
cense * * * authorizing the said li-j that plan is now followed. The purday afternoon on Mingo Springs Dia
again this season. The hotel has done
censet to hunt and ki'i game birds, chaser always gets his
money’s well each year under Mr. Brooks. Dur-'
mond, but as they got “ walloped” as
(Special Correspondence)
game or other wild animals on any worthy because he needn’t buy un ing August in the past three years he
Mooselookmeguntic House, Haines one of the boys expressed it there
lands on which said hunting is not less he wants the goods and the de- has been obliged to refuse guests, as ! Landin°- Aug. 2-—‘J am. much sur- is not much to tell, except they inforbidden by law * * *”
partment is satisfied with the price the hotel was full to overflowing. July Prised to find such a crowd at this! tend to win the third game without
Another part of the law says:
received, because a fair price is set js not so good a month but this year |hotel, for I have just come from the, having to import any players from
If any firearm or firearms are and the weapon does not bate to thgre jg a good crowd at the hotel and seashore where the hotels are al- the leagues.
found in the possession of any for- be soldi that being the would-be pur-i tbe bookings for August are large. The most deserted,” remarked a Boston“ Every day somebody goes fish•eign-horn unnaturalized person re-' chaser’s option.
prospect is for an excellent season this ia'n on liis arrival today, but it is ing and every day somebody catches
vear.
a fact that more guests are now en- something,” is the way one of the
BIRDS INCREASING NOW
joying the hospitality of this com- fishermen reports his
catch, and
When Curator Janies has the “ Leon” fortable and attractive hotel and surely plenty of small ones
are
The Bristol correspondent of the case complete and in position it will be camps than ever before, the first'brought in each day and several
Lewiston Journal, writes Edwin E. ( sure to attract much attention. It con- week in August, and it is a quest-j records this week,
TIME TABLE
Bailev, the warden appointed and sists of a pair o f loons, fine specimens, icn of where to put all w ho have
g_ r Browne of Paterson, N. J.,
paid by tlie Audubon Society to wa.tcl^ the female standing: over the nest in written for accommodations for the
In Effect, June 22nd, 1914.
caught a 3%-pound salmon and Ches
over the birds on Egg Rocksv reports, which are two eggs, with two little next month.
ter A. Howe of Chestnut Hill, Mass.,
FARMINGTON Passenger Trains leave Farm a tremendousincrease in his feath-!
“ baby loons” on the shore picking
ington at 12.02 P. M., for Kingfield and Rangeley.
The s o c ia l and friendly way in was very proud of the pair of salm
At 4.20 P. M. for Rangeley and Bigelow. Sunday ered wards.
There are black guil-j around, and old Pa Loon on the right
w h ic h th e g u e s ts g a th e r around the on he caught, one 5 pounds, the oth
Train leaves for Rangeley at 10.35 A. M. Passen
ger trains arrive from Kingfield and Rangeley at lemots, laughing gulls, sea gulls, Wil- standing guard over his family. The
Frank Fall, guide.
7.55 A. M. and from Bigelow and Rangeley at 1.55 son’s tern and stormy petrels. The; case has a painted background repre o f f ic e f ir e th e c h illy mornings and ev er 4% pounds.
P. M.
,
eningS(, or o n th e p ia z za th e
warm Henry Rich of Brooklina, Mass., a
MIXED TRAIN arrives at 9.35 A. M and leaves gulls and terns lay their
eggs onjsentinga lake scene with high lands
days, make a ll f e e l a t h o m e .
at 11.00 A. M.
3*4-pound salmon.
The guille- about and the entire exhibit is extremeSTRONG PASSENGER TRAINS leave for the bare rock or turf.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
E.
S.
Kimberly
of
Farmington, at 7.25 A. M. and 1.25 P. M.; for mots stick their eggs away under the! ly natural in appearance.
New Haven, Conn., who have been
Phillips and Rangeley, and at 12.30 P. M. and 4.50 ledges so that it Is Impossible
Really Beyond Help.
to ‘
-----------P . M. for Kingfield and Bigelow. At 7.50 A- M.
coming to the Rangeleys for many
Confucius, the Chinese philosopher,
and 4.55 P. M. Passenger trains arrive from Ran get at them.
The Cary chickens]Among the automobile parties whic
geley and Phillips, at 7.25 A. M. and 1.25 P. M.,
years are this season for tbe first though he lived nearly 2,500 years
the sod and, visited Augusta recently was one
from Kingfield at 7.15 A. M. and from Bigelow dig out of sight into
time pleasantly located here and are a§°> said many things that are true
and Kingfield at 1.15 P. M- Sunday Train arrives each parent takes a turn
on
the
from Portland at 11.05A. M.; and leaves at 3.40
today, among them this: “When a
whose
car
bore
tbe
New
York
regismuch
pleased with the pla.ee.
nests.
Just at dusk a bird emerg
man has been helped around one corP MIXED TRAIN arrives from Phillips at 8.45
try tag 44474 and was decorated with
Maj. and Mis. Charles Wylie of
U1, ner of a square and cannot manage
A. M. and from Bigelow at 2.10 P. M., and from es from the burrow and takes flight
banners of places through which New lo rk , who are spending the the other three, he is unworthy of
Farmington at 11.45 A. M. Leaves for Phillips at and another enters the nest.
Ap
1.40 P. M- and for Kingfield at 3.00 P. M.
the party had journeyed on the way season at their beautiful camp on] future assistance.”
PHILLIPS PASSENGER TRAINS leave Phill parently they take 24’ hour watches.
In addition to these
ips for Farmlngbon at 7.00 A. M. and 1.00 P. M. The Weston Egg Rock has been ab to Maine.
For R ingel»y at 12 63 P. M. and 5 13 P.M.
there were three banners hung over
MIXED TRAIN leaves for Farmington at 7.30 , andoned since mink raided the rook
the hack of the car which were some
A. M. Rangeley 7.40 A. M. and arrives from 1
years and the Eastern
Farmington at 2.15 P. M. R»ngeley3.00 P. M.
j ery a few
thing of a novelty. In the center
Sunday train arrives from Portland at 11.25 A. |Rock is overcrowded.
Shark Rock,
M. and leaves for Portland at 3.20 P. M
was a big black banner bearing in
RAN G E L E Y PASSENGER TRAINS leave for Jones’ Garden and Round Island aret
Farmington at 5.35 A. M. and 11 30 A. M. and ar also patronized by the birds. On the yellow letters the words “ New York,”
rive at 2.25 P. M. and 6.43 P. M. Sunday train ar
THE SPORTSMAN’S NEWSPAPER OF AMERICA
Egg Rock is believed to be tbe onIy!whiIe at
lef‘
a red baImer
rives at 1-00 P. M. and leaves at 1.45 P. M.
(Published weekly, Established 1874)
MIXED TRAIN arrives at 10.15 A. M. and colony of the laughing gull east of on which In white letters was the
leaves at 10.45 A. M.
Subscription
§4.
a
yr.,
S2. for 6 months ;Sample copy free if yon mention Maine Woods
SALEM PASSENGER TRAINS leave for Massachusetts.
The dry ledges neariInscriptlon’
My D ust” A t|
Farmingt on at 6.50 A . M. and 12.50 P. M. Ar
The
American
Field
collects news by its own staff representatives and
rives from Farmington at 5.23 P. M., from Strong New Harbor were tried as nesting]tlle rIgllt of tlie center banner was,
special reporters, giving authoritative reports ©f leading events in the
at 8.15 A.M .
places
a
few
years
ago,,
but
the
Rav-]one
of
orange>
the
words>
“
Thank
MIXED TRAIN leaves for Strong at 1.15 P. M.
sportsman's world. Its recreative columns are always replete with
ens robbed the nests.
The more re-!^ ou be*nS done in black,
and arrives at 3.45 P. M.
interesting articles and contribution and open a wide field for discussion
KINGFIELD PASSENGER TRAINS leave for mote ledges seem to be too far out!
of all subjects that interest sportsmen.
A bear has been prowling around
Farmington at 6.30 A. M. and 12.30 P. M. arrives for the robbers.
from Farmington at 5.42 P: M. and from Strong
The departments of The American Field are: Editorial, Game and Shooting,
the cottages at Phillips Lake and
at 8.35 A. M. Leaves for Bigelow at 8.40 A. M.
Fish and Fishing, Natural History. Hunting, Kennel, Trap Shooting, Rifle, Re
and 5.45 P. M, Arrives from Bigelow at 11.35 A.
The Voice ot Misanthropy.
frightening the cottagers although no
M. and 7.30 P. M.
volver and Pistol, Queries and Answers.
“ Suppose ^ome power were to an one has been injured. A
Bangor
BIGELOW PASSENGER TRAIN leaves for
SEND ONE DOLLAR FOR THREE MONTHS’ TRIAL SUBSCRIPTION.
swer
the
poet’s
prayer
and
give
us
Farmington at 11.20 A. M., for Kingfield at 6.40
woman met him face to face the
If not more than satisfied with it the money will be refunded on request.
P. M. Arrives from Strong at 10.00 A. M.; from the gift of seeing ourselves as oth
other day. She realized that if she
Farmington at 6.85 P.M.
“ Well, for one thing,
Address AMERICAN FIELD PUBLISHING COMPANY
MIXED '’’RAIN arrives from Kingfield at 10.00 ers see u s!”
ran,
Bruin might chase her,, so star
it would do a great deal to discour
A. M.
801 MASONIC TEMPLE: CHICAGO,
ed him in the eyes, until with a
F. N. BEAL, G. P. A.
age the craze for dancing.”
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Craig’s niece, Miss Ethel Wood, has
returned home after a two weeks’ stay.
A1 Denzer o f New York, continued
to have great luck fly fishing the last
DINNER
PARTY
C
o
1
J
o
h
n
C
a
s
w
e
U
ls
tw
»
ISSUED WEEKLY
mJ
1 tlL i\ 1 iV IV 1 1 casting the fly in the Kennebago
week of his stay snd hopes to spend an
_____ __
! waters.
other as pleasant twQ months fishing
Newell
Van
Derhoef
of
Brooklyn,
the Cupsuptic waters next season as
Phillips, Maine
N Y., a friend of J. Mason Tilney,
he has this.
Many Former Guests Now In Eur is a welcoflhe addition to the delight
T. O. Rogers and Lawrence A. HunL. B. BRACKETT,
ful
party
of young folks
gathered
toon
of Boston, who are here for a
Business Manager
ope—Annual Sale of
three months' stay were at Lewiston
here this summer.
for the week-end, and on Thursday
Needle Work
Among tjhe New Yorkers who are
OUTING EDITION
evening Mr. Rogers chartered the
$1.00 per year
here
for
tjie
first
time
as
August
8 pages
steamboat and gave a moonlight sail to
(Special
Correspondence.)
guests
include
the
following
party
l
!Burrows
and
wife,
at
RangeLOCAL EDITION
in a party of 14.
12 and 16 pa ges.............................. $1.50 per year
Rangeley Lake House,
Rangeley, of ladies, Miss Mary and Miss Jencottage, are now visiting
Mrs. L. A. Keene of East Sumner,
Canadian, Mexican. Cuban and Panama sub
Aug. 6—The midsupimer guests have nie B. Wilson, Miss Isabel P. Hill
1 tsBeld, Mass.,
scription 50 cents extra. Foreign subscription
has been visiting her daughter, Miss
found plenty to amuse and interest, and Miss A. D. Campbell.
.
j Wednesday afternoon Miss Fonda
75 cents extra.
Mildred Keene, who takes charge of
them here during the past week, ! Mrs. G. A. Post, Miss Eleanor Post j ' UDniugham gave a delightful, The
Dansant to a Imerry company of Uncle Sam’ s mail at this office.’
Entered as second class matter. January 21.
and all now anxiously await the lat-1 and Miss jMarjorier Piaget of Pater- young people
"
A delightful trio of ladies who come
from the hotel.
1909. at the postoffice at Phillips. Maine, under
est
war
news,
for
everyone
has
j
son,
N.
J.
caaie
this
week
for
an
exfor the first time to the Lfcikes, are Mrs.
the Act of March 3. 1879,
The
handsome
trophy,
a
silver
cup,
w h e n j tended visit.
Sfriends who were in Europe
Mr. and. Mrs. A. W. Sheppard and was won at the last Saturday golf Robert Anderson of Mt. Vernon, N. Y .,
The Maine Woods thoroughly covers the entire j
—
who with Mr. Anderson is a well-known
Philadelphia motored tournament by Thomas B. McAdams
state of Maine as to Hunting. Trapping, Camp- war was declared and several of the daughter of
instructor in the modern dances of
ing and Outing news, and the Franklin county j former well known quests of this from Poland Springs and spent Sun-| of New York.
what
New York’ s Four Hundred; Miss Vio
oe!?l?‘
. .. ..
• . ..
, _ . hotel are among them, and
day at this hotel.
Next Wednesday, August 12,. from
let Coen, one of the instructors in the
Maine Woods solicits commuiiications and fish would they not give to be in RangeJohn J. McClure and wife of Ches M a. m. to 3 p. m.., in the parlor of
and game photographs from its readers.
Manhattan Trade School for girls in
ter, Penn,, coming in their touring the Rangeley Lake House will be the
When ordering the address of your paper ley now?
New York City, and Miss Kate Goodchanged. please give the old as well as new
Several parties who were here for car, are this week’s guests.
annual sale of dainty and beautiful ridge of Orange, N. J. The ladies are
address.
a long stay have been called home,
Stewart Baird., the actor, has re- work from the needle work departtaking trips all over the region and be
and others who planned to come turned to New York to take up his men.t of the Y. W. C. A. of New
fore September intend to visit all the
THURSDAY, AUGUST 6, 1914
have been prevented by the busM Work fop the ctmln
ness changes and anxieties which j mother, Mrs. Baird, will remain sev- p
° lty’ in ° harge of Mrs- C. F. places of inteieat in this part of Maine.
Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Tucker of Bos
the war has caused
ope'
As .each
sold,kerhelps
oral weeks longer.
so,nje woman
whoarticle
is making
own ton came today for their annual vaca
Last Saturday evening Miss Addle 1Iyingj not only d0 those who
From all over the country the tour
tion at Pleasant Island and have taken
and IWood gave a dinner party in honor chase recelyei bnt ,ie,
lor sweet
Pine Tree Camp, this week vacated by
ist still continues to come
and
a worthy per- Mr. and Mrs. Norman Walker of Or
there has been a larger number
of ot M.ss ffonda Cunningham and her; charIty.8 eak
guest Mias Florence Haines, The Ison., and no doubt as in the past, ange, N. J., who were here for six
arrivals
the pastweek than
any
table
in the hotel dining room
ithis will be largely attended.
weeks.
From
to
T h e co n tin u e d w a rm w e a th e r o f late previous season,
rrum Maine
Colorado
the
automobiles
continue
to
beautifully
decorated
with
ferns
ar
i
Mrs. Aderson Hanan of Port Chester.
is ca u sin g a n in flu x o f p eop le to M ain e
N. Y., two sons, daughter and maid,
the traveler to this charming sweet peas, and the dainty piaoel
in ord er to e sca p e th e h eat o f the
’ — '"oM a TOopq
arrived Saturday to spend their third
cities and a m o n g oth er in la n d resorts, spot^now-6known^all ’ over t h e land as cards were painted by Miss Wood.
p
Covers were laid for eighten and the _
season in Camp Catherine. Miss Pau
T h e B e lg ra d e a t B elg ra d e L a k es is e n  ‘ B e a u tifu l R a n g e le y
-tU. - Tfp'~i
line Sperry of Chicago, 111., is their
out with! other guests were Miss Frances Sim-j?
te rta in in g its q u o ta o f g u ests an d in 
While hut few now go
guest.
fish, Frederick Skinner j
Miss Ray Nienkirk, Miss Au
d ica tion s are th at th is w ill be a m ost
their rods to nsn, J!KUCUV"
Jna Schaefer, Miss Marguerite ScliaeA party o f seven Bostonians wha
s u cce ss fu l sea son a t th is p op u la r r e 
trolls day after daj and has p _ f er_ Miss Grace Ferguson, Newell
come
by automobile to Haines Landing,
sort T h ere are m an y o f th e gu ests ot mor& fish can be
be taken
taneu uu
tuv troll
_---- ^Ifer, Miss Grace Ferguson,
on the
fo rm e r ye a rs a lrea d y s o jo u rn in g th ere than “ plugging” which is not only Van Derhoef, Mason Tilney, Morton Birthdays Remembered— As Good telegraphed for a camp and are due to
morrow.
and m a n y oth ers are co n sta n tly c o m  taking the fish hut (making the fame Goodspeed’ Jay- J- Jones, Jr.., ThornBathing as One Finds at the
Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Plumb of Terryin g a n d g o in g d raw n th ere b y the of these Rangeley lakes which as a ton Emhtons, Grant Peacock, Harry
Bauchle, Kenneth, Alton and Luther
ville, Conn., who were here several
b e a u tifu l s u rrou n d in gs &nd the h o s 
Beach.
fishing ground many declare “ will Wood.
years ago, have returned for another
p ita lity o f M a n ag er C h arles A. H il ,
soon he a thing of the past.”
season and have taken rooms in the
A
Montreal
lady
who
is
greatly
de
w h o se co n sta n t ca re is to ra d ia te a
The following are some of the sal
Dutton Camp.
lighted with the Rangeley Lake
h om elik e sp irit an d co rd ia l w e lco m e
(Special Correspondence.)
mon Mr. Skinner has caught the House is Mrs. Harry Wheatley,, who
Everybody goes bathing here at the
Pleasant
Island
Camps,
Cupsuptio
to all.
.
last week, and he has had his sport is accompanied by Mrs. Carl E. SulIsland and 22 are taking a dip this af
A m o n g the p erson s o f n ote w h
Lake, August 4, 1914.—‘ ‘The peace and
in giving them a fair chance and pher of Newark,, N. J.
ternoon.
h a v e been s o jo u rn e r s fo r a tim e at
wild beauty of this spot are what most
after
carefully
removing
the
small
Dr. and Mrs. J. A. Kelly of Phila
the B e lg ra d e this su m m er are, Mr. and
hook he uses, puts back salmon delphia who enjoyed their stay last appeal to me,” said a'lady, who for the
M rs. G arrett P. H o b a rt o f P a terson , N.
first time is enjoying life in camp at
that weighed 3% pounds 4% pounds, year have returned.
J „ Mr. H o b a rt b ein g th e son o f the
Pleasant Island.
5
pounds,
5J
/&
pounds,
6%
pounds
and
Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Kiely of Lynn,, j The August rush is already here and
G a rrett A. H o 
la te Vice P resid en t,
smaller ones Mass.* are new comers.
b a r t; M r. a nd M rs L. B. A d a m s, w ho 7 pounds and many
,,
„
! as fast as one party goes, others come
a rriv e d the first o f th e s e a s o n ;
Mr. taken trolling and on the fly.
Mr. and Mr,. R. C. King »■>* « « « . j to take their nlaces. Everyone seems
The following party who came by C. D. King of East Orange, N. J.,
a n d M rs. E. H. B a rn es
an d
M iss
to spend the days out in the open, and
son, picnics up the Cupsuptic are now in
B e a trice B a rn es o f B rook ly n , N. Y ., automobile through the White Moun Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Heyl and
week-end, Robert C. Heyl, Jr.,, of Philadelphia order.
Mr. and M rs. G eorge R. B e a td s e ll and tains, were here for the
Joujou Won the Challenge Cup of
fa m ily o f L y n n , M a ss.; D r. an d M rs. Mrs. Arthur D. Brandis and daugh are aenong the returning visitors ’of
Mr. and Mrs. William Grant came
ter
of
New
York
and
friends,
Mrs.
other seasons who this week are wel down from their camps at Kennebago
N. P. B a rn es o f W a s h in g to n , D. C .;
the Crescent Beach Boat Club.
and comed back again.
M rs. J. T. D yer, M iss M. B. D yer, M iss Cora SIoman of Detroit, Mich.,
over the buckboard road this morning,
Coming in their Packard touring a distance of eight miles, and over this
C arrie S. B a k e r a n d M iss S a llie B ea rd Mrs. S. Michael of St. Louis, Mo.
o f M orristow n , P a .;
Mr. a n d M rs. E. The ladies greatly enjoyed their trip car., Col. and Mrs. Albert B. Hilton, road the people often ‘ ‘hike it,” for a
Saturday the 25th, took place the
way to Albert B., Jr., and Vincent K. Hil day's pastime up to Kennebago and first race of the series of 13-foot sailing
P. B en son and Mr. and M rs. E. D. which they think an ideal
ton, of Hackensack, N. J., reached back.
skiffs between Mr.Buker's
Joujou,
B en son o f N e w Y o r k C ity ; J a ck H o - spend the summer.
ben s o f the E n g le w o o d g o lf clu b o f
Among those who have come for, here on Sunday. Col. Hilton it will
Humbert B.-Powell, the Philadelphia and Mr. Ryder’s Joujou III.The start
E n gle w o o d , N. J., on e o f th e lea d in g the
remembered spent
cnont a
o number
__
, , ,first time and are greatly de-!be
|
of! lawyer, who. with his familv is here was at 3.53.
p ro fe s s io n a l g o lf p la y ers o f the c o u n  lighted with this hotel are, Mr. and sucnmers here several
veovc
t a long
i
/
s iamny
is nere
1st.
2nd.
Finish
1
e several years
ago for
stay,
now and
then drops
the
try, C u rtis H. K im b a ll, w h o is a n all Mrs Samuel T White, Albert H.
3.53 4.34
4.44
and, and «■>«»
changes and Improve- hook and yesterday came in with a 4 1-2 Joujou,
batnuei
i .I ments
sinceand
his E.last visit to the Ransum m er g u e s t; M r. a n d M rs. H . H. Mrs.
3.53 4.32
4.41
Stanley
H „ Misses
Lillian
pound salmon and a 2 1-2-pounder and Joujou III,
K in g s le y and son fr o m G erm an tow n ,
Mr. Ryder’s Joujou III wins by three
another morning caught a pair over two
White of Mt. Vernon, N. J.
y
. .
P a .;
Mr. an d M rs. F. L . L o r in g a n d
minutes.
Mrs E M. Brown has been joinThe following party from Far?ning- poundsfeach.
M iss L o rin g o f N ew Y o r k ; J. T. M c The Joujou was built and raced at
. .
a tdn motored here for dinner on Sun- * M iss L. L. Morse of Rochester, N. Y.
J.T A.
^
E McLeary, Misseg Helen
C add on an d sons, J oseph T. M cC a d - ed by Her sister-in-law, Mrs.
is heye for a short stay this week while Mattapoisett, Mass., in the season o f
o r '.
Goggin.
Nellie Goggin,,
Margeret on a tour of the lakes.
don a nd M a ster S ta n ley o f M t. V ern on , Sweeney of New
1913, where she won the challenge cup
Among the returning visitors °f| __
N. Y., w h o w ill s ta y fo r th e se a so n ;
of the Crescent Beach Boat club with
Elizabeth
Willard,
Monday
was
the
birthday
of
one
of
other seasons, who received a cord Moor,
Clark
M rs. Joh n M cD o n a ld o f
N ew Y o rk ,
the popular old-time guests, Mrs. C. eight boats competing. During June
ial
greeting
on his* arrival this Small and Stanley Moor.
her da u gh ter b ein g a t C am p A b en a ,
The following New Yorkers are en.|A- Washburn of Newtonville, Mass.; 1914 she also won a handsome cup from
week was Hon. Ernest Napier, Chair
w h ich is a bou t tw o m iles fr o m T h e
^ ss Elizabeth A. Reese of Or- the New Bedford Boat club challenging
man of the New Jersey Fish and joying a ten days’ stay at this ho- a*s0
B elgrad e and is on e o f th e lea d in g
tel:
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Gustave
Kush
and
ange’
N*
and the ladies were great- boat. Its builder, Mr. Phillips Ryder,
Game Commission, who is accom
g ir ls ’ ca m p s o f the S ta te con d u cte d
their daughters, Miss E. T. Miss 4 ^ surprised to find their tables at sup- has in his new boat developed new lines
panied by Mrs. Napier.
b y M iss H o rte n se H erson o f W a s h 
per time, prettily decorated and in the and by the race Saturday proved the
Mr. and Mrs. Philip F. NienkiVk and Miss G. Kush.
in gton , D. C.;
H. S. S cott o f D etroit,
Mrs. J. Howard Duer and daii" h center handsome birthday cakes that superiority of the new model.
and daughter, Miss Ray of River
M ich., on e o f the p rin cip a l ow n e rs o f
We hope by the interest shown Sat
Chef Lermond received many compliton, N. J.’ are among the new com ter, Miss Elsie Duer are
th e D e tro it T im es,
a le a d in g n e w s 
urday that by another season there will
Iy Seated for August!
P
a lim e n t s for_
ers for the August days.
p a p er m an o f that c ity ; e x -M a y o r and
Mr. and Mrs. W. Crook of R iif
^ rS‘
^ anan
New York, be more boats of this class which are
F. D. Wetmore and daughter., Miss
M rs. F. W . W o r c e s te r o f B rook ly n , N.
who
came
with
her
son
Robert two inexpensive and easy to handle.
more,
Md..,
who
are
touring
New
Eng
C. B. Wetmore of New Haven, Conn,
Y .;
Mr. a nd M rs. O. D. S eavey, Mr.
Mr. Ryder is a teacher of manual
land in their auto, spent several clays weeks ago, has this week been joined
have returned for another season.
S e a ve y b e in g p ro p rie to r o f th e M a g 
training
in the New Bedford Public
by
her
twin
daughters,
the
Misses
Vir
Mr. and Mrs. M. Trump of Phila at this hotel while in this part of
n o lia
S p rin g s
h otel
at
M a gn olia
Maine.
ginia and Ethel Hanan, who remain un schools, and took up boat building as a
of
S p rings, F la .;
Mr. and M rs. B. F. delphia, after a pleasant sojourn
pastime' under Hawd, the famous de
Mrs. C. M. Tenney is a Philadel til September, occupying one of the
Wed
W ild e r an d dau ghter, D o roth y ,
and six weeks, started homeward
camps on the mainland. This week signer.
phia
lady
who
this
week
has
*aken
another
son, R o b e rt o f N ew Y o r k C ity ;
Mr. nesday, planning to return
Mr. Ryder is at all timps willing to
Mrs. Hanan is entertaining her niece
rooms for the remainder of the sum
and Mrs. C respi o f W a c o , T e x .;
Mr. year.
and sister who are at The Birches, Mis demonstrate the superiority of this
mer.
Mrs. A. P. Whitlock and daughter.
and M rs. F. P. D od g e an d M iss D o d g e
ses Edna and E. A. Rheinfrank of New model of boat. There are seven o f
Mrs. L. Grandeman of Brooklyn, N.
o f T oled o. O .;
G eorge H. B u zb y and Miss M. H. Whitlock of Summit, N.
this model of bo5ts in Buzzard’s Bay
York.
j
Y „ is the guest of Mrs. Geo. G. Schason,
C a rroll o f P h ila d elp h ia , G eorge J. have joined their party for the
Dr. and Mrs. H. H. Hazen are enter this season.
, fer of New York
W . E lk in s o f P h iladelp h ia, D r. L. W . remainder of the month.
taining their friends, Dr. and Mrs.
From their western home in JopF ox , the em in en t su rg eon o f P h ila 
Mr. and Mrs. Fred C. Mencke and
George M. Sharp from Washington, D.
Daily Thought.
delphia, w h o w as so ch a rm ed w ith daughter,
Miss
Elizabeth
W. ilin, Mo., Mr. and Mrs. j. A. Cragin, C., their home city.
As my life today has been deters
the p la ce a sh o rt tim e a g o d u rin g a Mencke, of Philadelphia,
Mr. and Mrs. Roberts Le Boutillier, mined by the way I lived my yester
who were •J. H. Cragin. have motored east, and,
sh o rt stay, th a t he is ex p e cte d a ga in here last season and so much
en with Dr. T. A. Hoadley of Boston, of Wayne, Penn., joined their son day, so my tomorrow is being deter
in the n ear fu tu re ; Mr. a nd M rs. J. F. joyed
Charles who is at Camp Ideal for the mined by Jhe way I live today.—Ralph
their
last
stay have re reached here Tuesday.
The vice president of the New season. Mr. LeBoutillier remained but Waldo Trine.
Green o f F latbush , N. Y., Mr. a nd Mrs. turned for another season.
C. F. S w im o f N ew Y ork , th eir d a u g h 
Mr. and Mrs. Jones have been join York Stock Exchange, C. M. New- a few days. Their friends Mrs. An
Important Consideration.
ter, E lean or, b e in g at C am p A b e n a ; ed by their son, Jay J. Jones,
Jr., cctmbe, is taking life quietly and en drew Long and son Perry, of Wayne,
‘‘The future of the race,” says John
M rs. M ervin o f B rook ly n , N. Y . ; M rs. of Brookiyn, N. Y., who will remain joying himself at this hotel for sev Penn., who have greatly enjoyed a
Galsworthy, “ depends more on thft
eral weeks.
H. O, Canfield, M rs. H. B. C anfield
month's stay, regretfully left for home morals of the women than on the mort
with them until September.
and Mrs. J. M. M u rph y o f N ew Y o r k ;
Another auto party to tarry sev Monday hoping to come back another als of the men.”
Mts . J. J. Wigton and daughter,
M rs. W . W . C anfield and dau gh ter,
Miss Theodoria B. Wigton of Phila eral clays are from Hartford, Conn., year.
J eann ette o f C olu m bu s, O .;
W. A sh 
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Emery, Miss Hel
delphia are among those who pass C. P. Howard, Miss C. Howard, L.
ley de W o lfe a nd son, w h o are s t a y 
H. Kariser and Miss A. Collins.
en Emery, Miss Hazfelle Mclntire of
the August days at this hotel.
in g fo r the sea son , and m a n y others.
D. W. Merrwin of Detroit,. Mich., Ridlonville, and Martin Nile and daugh
M. E. Twomey and party of seven
Alive, unhurt, all kinds, old or young. Also,
T he B elgrad e is w ith in ea sy reach
and Ralph S. Merrwin of Cleveland, ter of Mexico, were among the Sunday mink, marten and fisher. Will handle above
Bostonians,
who
were
touring
Maine
o f W a te rv ille and is situ a ted on the
named animals at all times of year. Write or
Ohio have traveled many miles in guests.
wire what you have to offer, stating lowest,
b ord ers o f on e o f a ch ain o f five lakes by auto, spent the Sabbath here.
price. Fur farmers wanting stock Bhould write
their
auto
the
last
few
weeks
hut
Mrs.
D.
R.
Craig
of
Wellesley,
Mass,
that m akes that section fam ou s. It is
Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Lee and party
me for prices and information before buying.
a b ou t six m iles from B elgra d e Station.
M. F. STEVENS.
of Michigan were another party who tarried in no more beautiful land entertained Miss Anna W. Deveraux of
Dover, Maine
than this.
the same city for the past week. Mrs.
Tel. 64.16

M AIN E W O O D S

J. W . Brackett Co.

YOUNG LADY GIVES

are now touring New England
tarried here for the weekend.

and

Other touring parties of this week
include Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Harring
ton, of Pittsburg, Penn., Mr. and Mrs
G. A. Reach and party of Philadel
phia.
Each pleasant day automobile par
ties from all over the country come
here for dinner and are (miles away
at supper time.
Mr. and Mrs. H. J.
Burrows of
Cast Orange, N. J., who for several
weeks have been guests of their son,

SOJOURNERS
AT BELGRADE

OF LADIES
ENJOYING LIFE

RACE OF 13-F00T
SAILING SKIFFS
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FEW RECORD FISH CONCERT HOUR
TAKEN THIS WEEK ENJOYED BY MANY

\

tie folks. Last night Mr. Cotter’s: said when a new comer was wonchauffeur came in heir big tour-: dering what she was to do for this
One cent a word in advance. No headline or
ing car which he ran from Lynn, month.
other display. Subjects in a. b. c. order
Mass, to this hotel the same day.
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Walker and
Prof. A. Eugene Nolen of Fitch- Party are now located in Camp MayFOR SALE.
turg, Mass., who has spent many flower, and with the steamboat, Wm.
Most of the Guests to Remain Several Gentlemen on Camping vacation days at this hotel arrived T ' Er^e’ are improving every pleasTuesday for his usual stay of sev- an^
by entertaining friends on
Trip to Kemankeag Pond
the lake and taking trips in all di
FOR SALE
until September
eral weeks.
rections. Mrs. Walker this week re
One of the best sets of camps in
Dr. E. B.
Cahill
of Westmin
cords a 3^4-pound salmon.
Maine.
Good business already es-j The Barker,
Mountain View House, Rangeley ster Hotel, Boston has joined Mrs.
M o o s e lo o k jm e g u n tic
‘Mrs. F. T. Wheeler of Plainville,
tablished.
For further particulars Lake., August 4—With August come Lake, August 5—“ These are perfect E. P. Thayer and Mrs. E. L. Gregory,
, ,
Conn, is high line among the angwrite Maine Woods, Phillips.
hapfcy
andare
was perfectly
Heartily welcomed
byher 1(m> lMg week
as she re.
the guests from far away to enjoy days and we
here and only wish those who were old friends.
the
pleasant
days
and
cool
nights
cords three salmon weighing 3*4
FOR SALE—Edison Dictating
mar
with us last year were not in Europe,
The confidential representative of pounds, 3% pounds and 3 pounds.
chine. In first class condition. In here on the la k e shore at the _ J oot but with their old friends at Moun
the Greenwich Bank of New York, S.|mt . Wheeler has one to his credit,
of Bald Mountain, where they fish
quire at Maine Woods office.
and trapnp, or ta k e life easy o n the tain View, and are quite sure they Nusbaum, accompanied by his wife., a 314-pound salmon. Natt Ellis is
wish so, too,” remarked friends of hasreturned for another
camp piazza.
August at their guide. But they are all taking
Prof, and Mrs. H. M. Dunham of Bos
FOR SALE— Mill for sawing long
this hotel.
j off their hats to Prof. E. Goodridge,
On Saturday 31 arrived, most of
ton, when reading the war news this
and short lumber, birch, shingles and,
Edward
L. Morse of Hartford,, Conn.,, who has the
them to remain until the middle of morning.
making parcel handles.
Run by
Mr. and M r s '
of
s t o c k - honor of bringing to net a 7-pound
water or steam.
Situated in Mad-| September.
Several parties have returned home e d Miss Clare Morse for the sum- salmon which is the .largest record
rid village. For further particulars
Mr. and Mrs. F. J. Driscoll, baby this week and the new coiners are bridge, Mass., who are
pleasant! ed by any one at the Birches this
inquire of J. Blaine Morrison of Phil and maid of Newtonville, Mass, have fast filling the house.
m e r at the B ir c h e s
_
,
and he also caught one 3%
^
lips or W. H. Daver port, Dixfield.
taken Croup Comfort for the remain
E. A. Pearce of Hackensack. N. J .,: stay with friends at this hotel the
j Miss Anne McNamer of Yonkers,
der of the season.
was greeted by old friends on his first of the week.
FOR SALE—Village
stands
for
Mr. and Mrs. Garrett A. Hobai ^ y . is very proud of the 3% salmarrival
today,
and
Mrs.
Pearce,
who
Coming
by
automobile
from
Lew
sale in Phillips. Inquire of J. Blaine
iston, Mr. and Mrs. George M. G oss, is now at Christmas Cove will join; of Paterson, N. J-, who are sp.en j on sjie caUght this week.
Morrison.
the sumimer at Poland Springs, | Migg Edna K Rheinfrark of Port
Mr. and Mrs. C. O. Dearborn spent him later.
ing
accompanied
by their friends, ^ .^ 1 Chester, N. Y., went out fishing last
the Sabbath at this hotel.
There are fish waiting to take the
and Mrs. C. W. Abbott ot uieil p riday for the first time in her life
FOR SALE—1Two lots of land
ad
Mrs. M. Stiner and daughter and fly right here in the hotel dooryyard,
home city, who have been at the and ha(1 an i10Ur>s sport she wil not
joining The Barker Hotel on south
husband, Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin as Wm. G. Baldwfi of Springfield,
Hobart camp for a short stay r e g is -soon forget) for she caught a ganny
end. Also motor boats to let and
Manilla and Mrs. M. Koenigsberger Mass':, this morning proved, by catch-,
for sale. Address with stamp
to
tered here today, returning to Po- 5-pound salmon.
Robert Martin, (Guide), Haines Lan of New York City, who have been ing a gamy 3Vi-pound salmon that land by the afternoon train.
j. s. Bent, Jr., of Brookline,, Mass.
here several seasons are again at j gave him great sport as he was
ding, Maine.
Mr
and
Mrs.
Henry
P.
Rumford
of'records
one 4% pounds.
using a small fly and a light rod.
home in Capap Nacolar.
Wilmington, Del., w h ile 'touring the: Roelof Stanley. Jr., eon of Dr. Stan
Mrs. Lillie Keller and daughters, It is only because the fly is not more Range levs made a short stay here ley of New York records h.s f.rst
WANTED.
fish, a 3% salmon.
Miss
Helen and Miss Edna Keller are often offered them., that there are Kangeieys,
WANTED—Boy from 16 to 20 years
not mere fish taken on the fly.
this week.
New
Yorkers
who
have
come
to
Miss Saraeller Richardson, the lit
to make himself generally useful in
Three charming “ school marms
The “ Lone Fisherman” intends to
tle Philadelphia lady, is very proud
August. Apply Camp Ray, near Min spend their first vacation at this ho
from
Massachusetts, Miss Fifield,
of the 414-pound salmon that she
tel and are greatly pleased with the be worthy of his name for Robert B.
go, Rangeley. Salary $20.
Miss Hammond, of Malden and Miss
Hawkins
of
Providence
went
out
all
caught on Friday with Henry Bank
Rangeleys.
by himself the first day of August GerouUl of North Attleboro. Mass., er, guide.
Col. and Mrs. S. D. Lit and friends,
LOST AND FOUND
that
they
and when he came back at night are greatly delighted
Miss Liela Livingstone Morse of
Mrs. J. H. Louchein and son,, Mas-,
chose this place to spend their "vaca Rochester, N. Y., who made many
laid
a
handsome
6^-pound
salmon
FOUND—Purse.
Owner may have] ter William, and maid of Philadelphia
friends during her stay last season,,
it at Maine Woods office by paying j cepning from their home by automo-l on the grass in front of the hotel tion days.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry C. Riley of is now the guest of her uncle, and.
which all admired and many wished
for advertising.
bile, reached here Saturday evening^
they could go and do likewise. Mr. Germantown, Penn., who were here wife, Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Morse.
and were heartily welcomed by thei Hawkins’ son Roy, promises to a number of years ago, are most
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Conant of New
many friends they have made dur-J follow in his father’s footsteps for
happy to come again.
York, who were here several seasons
ing the several seasons they have he has the pleasure of telling aLast sumjmer the big camp was ago,, have returned and taken Ca|bp
spent at the Barker.
bout “ the fish I caught.’’ It was a taken for several months by the Buena Vista for several weeks. Mr.
Dr. De Witt Stetton of New York 4%-pound salmon.
party who on Sunday were welcomed Conant, with Henry Banker, guide,
has joined his family, who came
But the ladies take the honors and on their return, Mr. and Mrs. S. J. has a 3-pound salmon to his credit
some t'i|me ago.
the fish too, sometimes, for
Mrs. Von Steinmetz and son and daughter and intends to land an 8-pounder be
(Special Correspondence.)
Mingo Springs, Rangeley, August 3,
Dr. and Mrs. Arthur Stein of New Frank White, who lives in one of and Mrs. J. S. Gillians and Miss R. fore he goes home.
It is a pleasure to have the Rich
—New arrivals are C. E. Nixdorff Har York are among the new comers who the camps on the opposite shore was S. Hizberger of Brookline, Mass.
ardson
party of Philadelphia back in
out
fishing
with
a
very
small
hook
will
remain
during
this
month.
Coming
for
their
first
season,
Mrs.
ry Harrigan, New York; Dr. H. Bert,
for smelt, which are now often Arthur Sylvester, Arthur, Jr., and Camp Mischief, Mrs. T. N. Richard
Poet
Lodge
is
taken
for
six
weeks
Robert Benkiser, Mr. and Mrs. Irvin
caught and make a good supper Miss Doris Caroline
Sylvester of son and son, Master T. deQ. Rich
H. Anerbach, Mr. and Mrs. Walker by Mrs. Z. Feldsteen and her sis fried crisp and brown.
She
had Montclair, N. J., are for the first ardson, Miss Saraeller and T. N.
ters, Miss Florence and Miss Harriet
Whiteside and Miss Rosamond Whitea
number when sudden time enjoying life at Mountain View. Richardson, Jr., and maid, who plan
Cohen of New York and they are caught
to remain until September.
side, N. Y .; Judge Wm. D. Lippincott, greatly pleased with this wonderful ly
something
happened.
She
Cclming from the Pacific coast in
Coming from U. S. Naval Station
Miss Helen Lippincott, Miss Alice Hen
country that they are visiting for the was aware that it was no half-pound a touring car is surely quite a motor
in
Yuaatonomo, Cuba, Mrs. S. E. Bar
ley, Moorestown, N. J.; Mrs. J. E.
smelt.
For
a
long
time
the
sport
trip, hut Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Smith,
first time.
Hurtz, Harold Hurtz. Arthur Irving,
went on as the fish did not care for accompanied by their friends, Mr. ber and daughter, Miss Frederica
Benjalmin E. Marks of New York
Portland; Miss Viola Carroli, Caldwell,
the little hook for a lunch, but could and Mrs. C. W. Saxman of Atlantic, Barber and maid are happily located
N. J.; W. R. Sterling, Springfield* has returned for vacation days.
XT T
. . .
, ,
. ..
Camp Bijou, accompanied by their
not give it back. Mrs. White is a N.
J., reached here Saturday nightk .
,
__
Mr. and Mrs. F. S. Morris of New
Mass.; Mrs. W. R. Moore, Mrs. R. E.
good angler and did not get excit and spent several days.
days Thev
^ MlSS
Mem11
Emery
1 hey said
said *Qf New
York_ Hel<^
Then 1&dieg
are charm_
McDonald, Rumford; Cornelia T. Cros York came today for an extended ed, but with skill and care reeled in
tbey
left
home
two
months
ago
and
stay.
by, Pi illips.
ed with log cabin life in this beautiand netted the salmon which brought had had a wondfrful trip
from ful country.
Although there are often twenty or the scales up to the 8-pound notch.
Miss Lucy Jay who has been a guest
ocean to ocean.
A party who come for their first
of Mingo for some weeks, left us very more boats out on the lake and ev
A number of the hotel guests who
Messrs. H. E. Moore, Charles Har- trip to this part of the Maine wildercatching
more
or fish frepu the piazza and think oth
reluctantly for her home in New York erybody
only
a
few have been! er folks tell big stories were loud in rington, Robert B. and Roy O. Haw- ness, and have taken one of the
last Thursday. Miss Jay was a never less,
failing source of pleasure.and happiness recorded this week, the largest a their exclamations of wonder and kins, all by themselves are spend-, ]arge camips, are Mr. and Mrs. Hento her fellow guests, and unfailingly ! 5%-pound salmon caught by Jacob1surprise as they admired the silver ing several days at Kemankeag pond ry \yare Jones,, their daughter,, Miss
amiable, and ready for any form of Goodfriend of New York, Gard Hink- beauty here on the grass by the piaz and the ladies at this hotel are won- j ones and ^wo sons, Henry Ware,
dering who will be the “ chief cook
amusement and pastime, or the enjoy ley guide, who also recorded one
za, and are now ready to swallow an and bottle washer,” ’ but they are Jr., and Walter M. Jones of Mont
ment of her solitary, delightful hours 314 -pounder,, and today his friend, fish story told them.
Clair, N. J., and two friends from
missed and will be welcomed on New York, Dr. Walter Mendelson and
on the water in her boat; tramping and N. Gold finger, with Robert Martin,
The sale from the Birthday Shop their return.
canoeing to Round and Dodge Ponds; guide, landed a 5-pound salhnon,, and
son Lewis of New York.
in Rochester, N. Y„ by Miss L. L.
The' afternoon and evening con Dr. Henry M. Chandler of Skillman,
“ twinkling” , “ hesitating” and “ max- on Friday he caught one 3-pounder.
ixmg” in ihe assembly hall, with our j Mrs. J. D. Oppenheiiuer from San Morse of artistic and wonderfully certs by the Gordon Trio are so N. J., who has been coming to the
happy vacationers.
Chovy the dear Antonio, Texas,, and children , after made boxes and other fancy and use hnuch enjoyed and appreciated by Birches for a number of years* ar
ful gifts has given the ladies a de the lovers of good music.
Almost
“ Jay Bird” of Mingo! We shall cer.
two months, which they greatly en lightful morning’s entertainment to daily people come from the nearby rived Saturday for vacation days.
tainly have her here again.
Dodropin Camp is taken by a par
joyed in camp started for her south day.
hotels and camps to spend the con ty who come to the Rangeleys
for
Sunday a party of guests made a mo ern home this ‘morning and on Sat
Charles F. Cotter, a well known cert hour at Mountain View.
their first visit, Mr. and Mrs. S. C.
tor boat party to visit the Falls down urday, with Charles Record, guide,
Lynn, Massachusetts shoe manufac
Townsend of New York and friend,
the lake. Although held up some time
she landed a 3-pound salmon.
turer, who for a number of years
Miss Heinendahl of Baltimore, Md.
by the thunder storm, they reported on
Mrs. Willard Merz of Philadelphia has been to the Rangeleys for fish
arrival that it was worth while.
Subscribe n e w to r Maiu*s w o o d * ,
has distinguished herself as an ang ing and hunting, arrived here Tues
$1.00 a Year.
ler by bringing in a 3-pound salmon. day evening accompanied by Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. M. Schoolher and Cotter and their family of seven
daughter, Miss May Schoolher of Pat children and two maids, and have
The Birches,
Mooselookmeguntic
erson, N. J. arrived Saturday for a taken the big cottage for a stay of Lake, August 3—With over 80 guests
month’ s sojourn.
six weeks. Everyone is already a now enjo^ingpjog cabin life here on
F. Scliloss and son of New York friend and admirer of these dear lit- the island anld more than 20 due to
are new comers who find this a de
arrive this week, this is now a mer
iiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiim iiiiitiim iiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim iiiiiiiiim iiliHM
lightful place for the sumtaer days.
ry, happy summer colony of city
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Jacob
Weil
and
fami
folks.
If one wonders how they
William F. Nye is the great
spend the days that are not half
ly of five from Philadelphia are
est authority on refined oils in the
long enough, they should be here
pleasantly located in Camp Unique.
world. He was the first bottler; has
in the morning and watch the parties
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Burke and fam
the largest business and N Y O I L
as they make their plans for the
434 Congress St.,
ily of C‘maha„ who are touring New
fishing* or a picnic or a
<s the best oil he has ever made.
England, made a short stay here | PORTLAND, MAINE
| day’s
climb up Bald Mountain, or for an
this week.
NYOIL
| Erected in 19.11, ancl positively the only | afternoon of bridge.
Opposite State House, Boston, Mass.
Fireproof Hotel in the City
Mr. and Mrs. H. Lebrman
and
HAS NO EQUAL.
“I have not yet commenced one
| Elevator Service, Private and Public |
Offers room with hot ard
Miss
M.
Neugass
of
Far
Rockaway,
Beware of scented mixtures called
| Baths and every convenience for the com- § of my new books I brought to read,
cold water for $1.00 per day
oil.
Use NYOIL on everything
N. Y., are here for a two weeks’ stay 1 fort of guests including:
and up, which includes free
or written half the friends I prom
where a light oil is needed. It pre
Every evening at the casino., Rob 1 HOT AND COLD RUNNING 1
use of public shower hath?.
ised for the last month seems but l
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
ert, son of Dr. Buxbaum of New I WATER AND LOCAL AND 1
tion.
a day,” was what one of the ladies Nothing to Equal This in New England
Sportsmen, use it liberally on
York, assisted by Miss Lillian Gold 1 LONG
DISTANCE TELE- I
Rooms with private baths
your firearms and your rod. You will
smith is jgiving lessons in the new | PHONE IN EVERY ROOM §
Loss of Appetite is commonly grad
for $1.50 per day and up;
find it by far the best. Hardware and
dances,
which
are
as
popular
in
the
1
SPLENDID
RESTAURANT
CONNECTED
1
suites of two rooms and bath
sporting goods dealers sell it in large
ual; one dish after another is set
far away wilderness resorts as in the | FEATURING POPULAR PRICE MENUS | aside. It is one of the first indica
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and
for $4.00 per day and up.
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made by
| American Plan $2.50 per day, upward |
cities.
ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF
tions that the system
is running
| European Plan SI.00 per day, upward |
With nearly one hundred guests E Letters o f inquiry rearardingr rates e tc ., promptly answ ered. E down, and there is nothing else so
Strictly a Temperance Hotel
WM. F. NYE,
Send for Booklet
and more coaming by every train this | H. E. THURSTON, R. F. HIMMELEIN, | good for it as Hood’s Sarsaparilla—
New Betlford, Mass.
Proprietors.
| the best of all tonics.
STGPIR F. C F m S
Ctr.
Msrsfrr
is a busy and Snerry spot.
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MOTOR PARTY
TO THE FALLS

CONNECTICUT
MAN HIGH LINE

I Catering to "Up State” Folks I

«"*CHASE HOUSE!

Commonwealth Hotel
Inc.
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of New Haven are guests of Dr. and
nished a little more than half the probable, though, that the Indians canoe seems to be passing, as peopMrs.
Thomas U. Coe of Bangor at
amount, and the remainder came derived much pleasure from the le become more accustomed to its
the
Mt.
Kineo.
chase,
even
if
the
procuring
thereby
use.
They
learn
that
it
is
really
from the Coeur d’Alene hatchery.
|
Mr. John Landon Heaton of New
“ We were particularly anxious to of food was a vital necessity. The not the “ death trap” that they imget the young trout out of the hatch question as to whether the Indians agined, if it is used with a fair de- York, on the editorial staff of the
eries to make way for the 5,000,000 fished for pleasure is harder to an- gree of common sense and discret- World, is at W est Outlet Camps for
In the fiscal year ended June 30, wliitefish eggs we desire to hatch swer.
Some ethnologist can study ion.
Rocking of the boat is as the balance of July, and will spend
1914, Spokane county led all counties this fall,’’ stated Mr. Oliver in Spo that to his heart’s content
He dangerous a pastime in a canoe as a week on a canoeing trip through
in the United States in number of kane recently.
“ The supply of whit could also if he wished to inject a it is in any other craft smaller than the nearby Streams.
fish propagated and distributed in fish is being depleted rapidly. They little humjtn interest into his studies, a coal barge.
As long as there are
A merry group of young people
lakes and streams, according to fig have proven so popular that we want set himself to the answering of a- fools who find pleasure in this juv- were the guests of Mr. and Mrs. H.
ures announced by County Fish Com to replenish the lakes with them.”
|nother question, namely: Did never enile form of amusement there will K. Tetsuka of Plainfield for a day's
missioner A. J. Buzard, based on the
An automobile trip of 3,,500 miles a young Indian brave take some be accidents, and as some of these sailing party with camp-fire din
report of the United States depart through the wilds of northwestern Minnehaha of his tribe for a moon- fools will chance to be in canoes ner at the mouth of Socatean Stream.
ment of commerce.
Canada and into Alaska,
many light paddle along the still waters when they yield to their folly there Members of the party were Miss HelOver 300,000 trout and 100„000 bass miles of the way over roads and of the Connecticut or the smootjh will continue to be canoe accidents. Stotesbury, daughter of Col. Lew
fry were placed in the waters of this j dimly marked trails that have never back waters of the Agawam, then But with careful handling the canoe is W. Stotesbury,
Miss Katherine
county in that period, in addition to^ been traversed by an automobile, is untroubled by the impending doom is not a whit more dangerous than Clark, daughter of C. M. Clark of
large numbers of perch, crappies and being undertaken, by Frank Fourniea, of commercial “ development” ?
the average round-bottomed rowboat, New York, Miss Helen
Halsey,,
sunfish.
Commissioner Buzard is formerly of Spokane, now a placer
Perhaps the red man never thought and is far more steady than many daughter of Mrs. N. W. Halsey also
authority for the statement that the' miner in the Juneau district of Alas-j of that use of his birch bark canoe. of the lighter oar-propelled
craft. of Plainfield, Miss Margery Cook,
This
does
not
prove,,
however.,
that daughter of Mr. Vernon Cook of Bal
record will be shattered by a wide ka.
In that case his paleface successor,
margin during the present year, as
Mr. Fourniea left iSpokane this wee to whom he lias handed down the it is wise for anyone who cannot timore, Mr. and Mrs. Theo. L. Shaw
2,500,000 trout fry alone will be to make the drive back to his Alas-j priceless: heritage of the canoe, has swim to ride in a canoe or any of Boston and Miss Keyo Tetsuka.
planted in Spokane river before June kan home.
A mountain climb with picnic at
Just what his routej done him one better, for the modern small boat in water that is above
The canoe is winning the top of Mt. Kineo gave a day’s
30, 1915.
will be Mr. Fourniea did not give adaptation of the Indian’s birch bark their depth.
“ By making a plant of this size out, but stated that he would pass] is pre-eminently a social craft—for its way, and as the number of its fun to Mrs. Richard Bleakie of Tam
sensible users increases its undes pico, Mexico, Mr. and Mrs. A. W.
this year and continuing the pract through Phoenix and New Hazelton, two.
erved evil reputation will vanish.— Merrianj, Milton, Mass., and Mrs.
ice for several years, the Spokane B. C., on his way through Canada.
It is probably this feature of the
Thomas Dent, Jr., and Miss Gladys
river will be the best trout fishing! At Phoenix he expects to take on canoe that lias made it so popular Springfield Republican.
Dent of New York.
river in the world,,” declares Mr. Buz an extra supply of 50 gallons of gas
in Springfield that there are now on
ard.
He has made a study of con oline, a large amount of oil and
Many campers are making for the
Springfield waters 500 of these grace
As he is fairly
ditions in this river and says the] other necessities.
great North woods:
Mr. and Mrs.
ful, noiseless boats, whose grace of
familiar with a large part of the
food supply is abundant.
Walter Hammitt and Mrs. T. O. Hamdesign and ease of control surpass
mitt of Brooklyn, are on the famous
The task of stacking the streams trail he anticipates little trouble in any type of boat that the white man
He carried a sup
Allegash trip; Judge Edward Gray, H.
and lakes with fish and the fields making the trip.
has devised, with the possible ex
D. Lindsley and H. D. Lindsley,, Jr.,
and woods with game birds will be ply of extra casings, tubes, a small ception of the old New Bedford
of Dallas,, Tex., are camping for two
started in August under the direction vulcanizer'and other devices for mak whale boats.
It gives one a shud
Horseback
Climb
to
Top
of
Mount
weeks on Churchill Lake; Mrs. J. W*
of the fish and game commission, ing repairs.
der to think that if it were not for
McIntyre and Mr. Alfred R. Mc
which includes Mr. Buzard, A. F.
the red men Springfieldians and oth
Kineo—Keen Competition for
Intyre,
her son, are on Brassua Lake
Wieseman and A. G. Gray.
er Americans would be poling them
for two weeks.
While the bulk of the trout will b j
selves around the snaggy waters of
Weekly Golf Handicap.
Recent arrivals at the Mt. Kineo
--jq ue jaAU auBHOds aqi ui paanid
their native streams in scow-shaped
include:
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Mc
Hort is to be made to stock some
punts, of the sort that make the
Kesson and four children, Mrs. A.
(SpeciaA to Maine Woods.)
more of the many lakes surround
background in photographs of Eng
Schulte and three daughters,, Mr.
lish boat races.
Imagine punting
Kineo, Moosehead Laks, July 25—
ing Spokane.
and Mr. Scarborough, Mr. and Mrs.
What
is
the
oldest
recreation
act
up the Agawam!
A misplaced Splendid weather with invigorating
Game Commissioner Wieseman will
Baseball would thrust of the pole might land its air blowing off the big lake has J. L. Murphy,, Mr. and Mrs. Alexan
start next month to liberate 350 pairs ivity in Springfield?
of Hungarian partridges and sever be the answer of nine people out of point in the heart of an old snag, been the lot of the summer people der Torrence, Mr. Walter Gilless, Mr.
Yet there are at least three that would grasp it to its decayed who are enjoying the delights of this C. H. Pfeiffer, Mr. Austin B. Fletch
al hundred pairs of quail in Spokane ten.
er,, Mr and Mrs. Henry Feuchtwancounty.
The partridges
liberated pastimes now actively engaged in by bosom. Then the eager punter would wonderful Moosehead country.
ger of New York: Mr. and Mrs.
in Spokane county this spring have many local people that antedate base be pulled out of his boat and hang
All the mid summer pastimes are
Morris Brandon, Atlanta* Ga.; Dr.
done surprisingly well and big ball by several hundred years. They to his frail pole like a monkey on a finding their devotees, with motor
and Mrs. Chas. D.
Bennett and
coveys are found in all sections of are hunting, fishing and canoeing. stick, while the punt with its fair boating, golf an4 horseback riding daught<ra, Newark,” N.
Mr. John
The
Indians,
who
many
hundred
and
probably
frantic
cargo
would
go
the district.
Mr. Wieseman hopes
the leading outdoor sports, and, mod C. Lee, Easton, Pa.; Mr. and Mrs.
d bring about an open season on years ago decided that the Connect drifting downstream.
ern dancing keeping the younger
Winchester Bennett, New Haven,
icut valley was a good place in
partridges next year.
In spite of its great antiquity as members of the colony busy evenings
Ct.; Mr. and Mrs. Alfred S. Elliott,
From 4,500,000 to 5,000,000 trout which to live, engaged in all three i a sport or a means of transportation, in the large ball room of the new Mt.
Wilmington,
Del.; Mr. and Mrs. Rob
fry,, about equally divided between of these activities that now afford and the vogue it had some 20 years Kineo House.
ert Rantoul, Mr. T. Cooper, Miss
eastern brook,, rainbow and
cut recreation to thousands of the des ago, when the canoe meets were notKeen competition marked
the Fosdick, Mr. F. C. Downing* Mr. A r
throat, have been liberated in the cendants of the palefaces who dis able events, the general popularity weekly golf liandicap.
Mr. John
tliur W. Barker, Mr. Joseph T. W.
streams of northern Idaho the last possessed the red men.
of canoeing is the development of ■Hutchins,, Mr. Theo. L. Shaw of Bos-'.Battis, Mr. John McDonald, Mr. and
month, according to D. L. Oliver of
To be sure, the status of these ac the last dozen or JO years, and the ton and Dr. Ellice MJcDonald of NewjMrs. W. Edwards, Mr. Chas. HildSandpoint, deputy state game war tivities as recreations in the Indian last half-dozen years have seen the
York,, being tied at 82 for low gross j red, Mr. and Mrs. John Brooks of
It is greatest advance in the interest in
den.
The Sandpoint hatchery fur times is somewhat uncertain.
score, in a field of thirty, Mr. - Shaw ] Boston; Mr. C. C. Wilder, Spring
this city.
For many years the winning the play off.
Mr. H. K. field; Mr. and Mrs. John Robinson.
guides of the Maine woods have us Tetsuka won the prizes for low net Salem; Mr. and Mrs. John S. Wheated canoes on the rough, snaggy score.
on, Jr., Pawtucket; Mr. G. G. Brown,
streams of the great woods region of
The week’s motor boat race was Mr. Needham B. Brown, Lawrence;
the Pine Tree state.
First they
captured by Commodore A. B. War- Mr- and Mrs. S. W. Judkins,,
Mr.
used birch canoes of the Indian type,
ing’s boat, the Ioneta, which start- K. S. Frisbie, Portland; Mr. L. D.
but gradually they evolved a better
contest- Case, Hartford; Rev. Wm. G. Mann,
material, canvas over cedar plank
ants over the ten mile course,, win-i Miss L. E. Mann, W estbrook;
Dr.
ing, while they retained carefully
ning in the final hundred yards.
A j and Mrs. Clarence Staples, Miss
the lines of the birch bark models.
,
large crowd witnessed the struggle1MaiT G. Newton,, Malden; Mrs. SteThus the cam as and cedar, or, as from thfi porch of the Moosehead plien Wheatland, Topsfield, Mass.;
it s popuar > ca e
ie
canvas Lake Yacht Clubhouse.
Officers
*and Mrs. J. Arnold Norcross,
canoe, is a Maine product, and two^
„
’
. for the day were H. J. Genung, Mad- New Haven.
thirds of the canoes of this type used
»T T .
.
'
----------------------------. ,.
„ .
, , .
. ison, Is. J., A. W. Merriam, Milton
in the East are manufactured in
_
. *.T
’
*
Japanese Denied Luxuries.
Old Town, Me., that has come to
,7 ,
Pot**TiIle’
jt'
%f a
The most expensive single fruit In
known as the canoe city.
In r e - ! ^ Ju4seS: Co1' LStotesbury
fruit siore0
stores is
is me
the nateunatsu^ and Geo. E. Cooley of New Yni-k the Japanese irua
i cent years new manufactories liave! starters
’ |mikan, a species cf grapefruit (Citrus
decumana), which sells throughout the
|sprung up along the Great lakes,
T o make a “ batch”
Mr. Thos. Dent, Jr., of New York winter for 7 ^ cents each. These are
where canoeing has leaped in popu
o f o ld -fa sh ion ed , whole
larity.
Detroit has almost as many ^ as r*1111161''11? and Col. L. W. Stotes not eaten in great quantities by the
some, home-made bread, a
canoes as automobiles-and that Is buiy winner of an afternoon putting
of people who make the great
nice light cake and perhaps a
saving a lot
ia which twenty ladies and gen tle-'fruit'buying P°Pulation in the United
pie or two—the kind of good liv
3 e
'
men participated
States. The average income of the
ing that makes the family smile.
The first canoes appeared on loc'
Japanese family of four is about $150
All from William Tell and all
al waters a good many years ago.
eu enaBt Commander L. R. Stotes a year. This sum does not leave much
always good — because this is
The river was naturally enough the bury and llis w ife accomplished the margin for the purchase of luxuries,
the all ’ round flour that keeps
first canoeing ground, but more re-|unusua* feat of climbing to the topj
the cook in a good humor.
cently the center of interest seems
on horseback Monday. j
:
Extra nutritious and goes
to have been transferred to the Wat- ^ tber enthusiastic riders here are
farther—a secret of Ohio Red
ersliops pond, or Massasoit lake, as ap*' anc*
Samuel T. Moore, U. i
Winter Wheat and the special
ANSTEB3c37?.KC3.
S. A., of Washington.
some
of
the
lovers
of
that
attract
process
of
milling
yours
only
in
W i l l i a m t e e i *,
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Feuchtwanger!
(29)
ive body o f ’ water prefer to call it.
Yet the river still floats a great of New York have opened their Kin-j
Children are subject to many min
Mr.
many of the descendants of the birch eo , 'cttage for the season.
or ills, which unchecked
speedily
hark, and it is likely that there Feuchtwanger is rear Commodore of
turn into serious sickness.
may be a revival of interest in can Moosehead Lake Yacht Club, and
“ L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine given
oeing on the river if the develop-: one ° f the best golfers in the suinc. h . McK e n z ie t r a d i n g c o ., P h i l l i p s , Ma i n e .
promptly, checks these little ills.
ment for industrial purposes of tlve mer colony.
Used regularly as a Tonic, it is a
Agawam meadows does not spoil the
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Wheaton, Jr..
splendid preventative of childhood
- Catches by the neck or body in
eauties of the Agawam within the of Pawtucket are guests of Mr, and
stead of the feat, killing instantly
iils.
without injuring the pelt. A hu
next season or two.
Mrs. G. M. Thornton at the Mt. Kinmane feature that is very com
For relief of stomach and bowel
mendable; BESIDES IT SAVES
The Springfield canoe association |co.
Daily trips to Mr. Thornton’s
EVERY FUR FOR THE TR A P
troubles,
it is unsurpassed.
PER. The only trap ever con
did much to make the sport popular, camp at Socatean on the Thornton
structed with n DOUBLE TRIP
Eastbrook, Me.:
and while its club runs are not giv boat, the Edimar, are taken, Miss
ACTION, a bait trigger and a foot
pedal trip. An ideal trap for sav
“ I and my family use “ L. F.” At
en so often as in former years,, the Edith and Miss Margery Thornton
ing furs of mink, skunk, "coon ” ,
wood’
s Medicine freely, keeping it
etc. There is no escape, the trap
effect of its encouragement will al being members of the party.
per gets every pelt.
in
the
house at all times.
ways
be
felt
by
local
canoeists.
Its
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred S, Elliott of
ft M C brings illustrated Guide
It
is
beneficial in many ways, es
V I 'ft L giving the first time in
more recent fellow-organization, the Wilmington, Del., and Mr. and Mrs.
print the treasured secrets of the
pecially
for children, who have bo
wisest old trappers in this country.
Massasoit canoe club, is popular and Harvey J. Genung of Madison, N. J.,
It’s worth dollars to you.
has a steadily increasing member were among those recently welcomed many little complaints with stomach
and bowels.”
ship.
A good many of the mem back at Kineo.
(Signed) Mrs. A. B. Jellison.
bers of the Rockrimmon boat club
Mr. and Mrs. John C. Lee of EastSafeguard Your children with the
are enthusiastic canoeists,, too, and ton, Pa., joined the Sheafers at their
at several of the down-river clubs cottage within the past few days; big 35 cent bottle—at all dealers.
and camps canoes are used enthus his mother, Mrs. L. Sheafer and Les
FREE Sample by mall from
PPERS’ SUPPLY 0 0 .,
Box W, ' OAK PARK,' IL L '
iastically.
lie Sheafer are expected shortly.
“ L. F.” MEDICINE CO., Portland,
A good deal of the old fear of the
Mr. and Mrs. J. Arnold Norcross Me.

SPOKANE LEADS
ALL COUNTIES

MANY DEVOTEES
SUMMER PASTIMES

CANOEING IN
SPRINGFIELD

Ready!

Growing Children
M u st Be Watched

A
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HONORS FOR
COTTAGES ARE
DR. THAYER
ALL OCCUPIED
Won Three of Four Events In Cast Many Guests are Also .Stopping at
ing Tournament.

the Two Hotels.

Dame Nature, always capricious,
played havoc with the tournament of
the Rod and Reel club, held at Buttonwood creek recently, for out of the
south she brought a wind which blew in
the face of the contestants, and put
many of their best efforts in casting to
naught.
But in spite of her caprices the mem
bers had a joyous afternoon and some
fine scores were made.
The honors of the afternoon were
carried off by Dr. Thayer, who won
three out of the four contests. In the
bait casting contest he made a score of
1012-5. in the long distance fly casting
99; and in the accuracy test 98 9-15. E.
M. Slocum made the high score in the
surf casting contest, 162 1-5.
The full summary was as follows:'
SURF CASTING.
162 1-5
E. M. Slocum,
159 3-5
W. G. Potter,
158 1-5
Sumner Irish,
144 3-5
Austin Howland,
94
L. D. Chapman,
BAIT CASTING
101 2-5
W. H. Thayer,
100 3-5
L. D. Chapman,
78 2-3
W. G. Potter,
FLY CASTING—DISTANCE
NET.
GROSS.
99
80
W. H. Thayer,
73
90 1-2
L, F. Potter,
Scratch
85
L. D. Chapman,
45 ’
77 •
J. Cook,
74
58
C. E Hunt,
FLY CASTING-ACCURACY.
W. H. Thayer,
98 9 15
L. D. Chapman,
98 7-15
L. F. Potter,
97 6-15
Judge—A. T. Smith.
Distance Marker—W. S. Bourne.

(Special Correspondence.)
Weld, August 3, 1914.
Hon. and Mrs. H. B. Austin of Phil
lips have opened Camp Bedlam on the
west side for the month of August.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Harlow of Bos
ton with their family are at their Log
Camp on the west shore for a few
weeks.
Mrs. Samuel Cutting and Miss Marjo
rie Cutting of Cambridge, are a: Camp
Norway for a rew weeks. Mr. Cutting
will join them later for his vacation.
Mrs. Taylor of Boston is the guest of
Miss Johnson at her camp, Mae-waegwam.
Miss Morse of Worcester will spend
the next few weeks at Camp Riante
Rive.

field; Ciara 0. Varney, Bath; Chester
C. Stanley and wife, E E. Se&vey, M.
E. Twomey, Julia O. Twomey, Mary
Twomey, M. J. Coffey, chauffeur, Bos
ton; Mr. and Mrs. Frederic Baxter,
Grand Rapids, Mich.; W. M. Morse,
Wm. C. Minahan, Orono; Clarence H.
Philbrick, Josiah K. Burrill, Provid
ence, R. I ; Mrs. J. A. Decker, Ray
mond Decker, Harold Marsh, city ; J.
H. Moulton, M. D. Leighton. P. L. Rob
erts and wife, Rumfor. ; Edward Eat
on, H. G. Smith, Albert Hedges, H. B.
Lewis, Foxboro, Mas?.; E. L. Burke
and party, Omaha, Vc.; unknown party
from Los Angeles, Cal.; W. W. Still
man, M. M. Stillman, Hartford. Conn ;
Neil Twomey, New York; Edward E.
Lynch, P. G. Meyer, Wilton.

ting
pool
over
light

in the row boat there in the O L D T R A P - S H O O T E R S
MET
AT
and gracefully sending her fly
BRUNSWICK
the water.
Miss Fair uses a
A large, number . of local trap-shoot
rod and small fly and all are
ers attended a reunion of the “ oldcongratulating Iter on bringing to gUard ” of M a i n e trap-shooters tat
net a trio of salmon which weighed Brunswick, July 29. About 40 were
4 pounds, 3 pounds 7 ounces and 4 present and took part in a team
pounds 4 ounces.
shoot consisting of two fifteen-bird
Tom W. Miner who has returned: matches, regular fire, and a special
to New York for a business trip and twenty-bird m atch‘under the old rule
will return for his family the first of that the shooter must have his gun
September,, was successful in catch- urfder his. arm when the bird was reing^ a nice pair of salmon,, one
3 teased.
pounds, the other 4 pounds 9 ounces.
The shoot was held at the BrunsS. H. Palmer of Milford, Penn, wick Country Club.
One team, the
records another salmon 3 pounds 1 “ Tramps” was (captained by J. D.
ounce. John S. Doane of Boston one Libby of Gardiner; the other team,
the same size.
j the “ Terrors” was 'captained
by
E. I. Atlee of Germantown, Penn.i^eorge Thompson of Bath.
The
today landed his first salmon, 3 Tramps won 1the shoot by a score of
pounds 4 ounces.
j ^ 9 *° ®78.
Saturday on the noon boat a party
^ feature of the meet was the
of five from Germantown, Penn.,, who shooting of E. G. Peterson _’o f Portfor several summers have been very tend who is over 80 years old. The
popular guests arrived. They were bl£b §uns were E. J. Hodgsdon of
Fair Young Angler Gets Three Re Dr. and Mrs. Frank B. Gremmey,, Mr. i Lewiston who had perfect scores
and Mrs. E. I. Atlee and daughter, ! 111 botb 15-bird matches and a fifteen
cord Fish—Little Miss Has a
Miss Margaret Atlee.
When they score in the 20-bird match for a totreached the dock judge their sur- al ° f 15, and Pai'ker Read of PortHappy Birthday
prise to find in waiting the “ jigger” j tend who had two 13 scores and made
which was decorated with wild flo w -j^ ln the 20-bird match for the. same
ers, flags, etc., and old Kit, th eitotalFollowing the shoot the
(Special to Maine Woods.)
horse, with a large,, fancy blanket.! Tramps had dinner at New Meadows
Upper Dam, July 31.—The
last
The coachman, Orin Dyke, and the lnn at lbe expense of the Terrors.
day of July is a perfect one and it
The local men at the shoot and
reception committee, Dr. Wister, E.
has been bright for little ones who
the
scores which they made follow:
F. Van Dusen, Tom Miner and
are the sunshine of the jilace and
Geo. Miner in fantastic costume, Tramps, George Cobb, Auburn, 41;
come first.
This is the eighth birth
were better than any circus and Horace Day,, Auburn, 33; G. M.
day of Suzanne, the sweet little
made a lasting impression as they Collins, Auburn, 33; Ernest Clason,
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. James W.
Terrors—G. R.
escorted the party, and when they Lisbon Falls, 26;
Wister of Philadelphia and at 4
Hunnewell,
Auburn,
37;
W. Day, Au
reached the end of the gate house
o’clock p. m. a party was given in
some 40 of the guests "were waiting burn, 42; C. E. Conner, Auburn, 23;
her honor at their cottage. Ninej and
joined the procession, amid ^obn McMurray, Auburn, 16.
children were present; Suzanne and!
|cheers of welcome and proceeded to
There were many shooters present
her little brother Daniel Wister, Au
j the hotel, stopping at the “ only from Augusta, Gardiner, Richmond
gusta and sister Julieanne Miner,
store in town,” then calling on Chef: aDcl Bath.
Malcolm Grant, George Miner,, Doro
Hendle and giving cheers, they then!
thy,. Lawrence and baby Mildred Cha
F IS H A N D G A M E M A T T E R S
disbanded for dinner.
The party;
wick. The little hostess and her
much appreciated the hearty wel- 1 i
*-----------mother were dressed in yellow and
come and attention received and will
“ Maine sportsmen are
indignant
white. First games were played on
for weeks 'to come be of this “ big! over the new federal law respecting
the lawn, then all were invited into and happy Dam family.’
the shooting of woodcock.
The old
the camp where there was for the
Later all welcomed Mrs. Geo. F. law all°wed shooting to begin the
children a long table beautifully dec
15th of September; the new federal
orated with yellow and white with Brown and her friend, Mrs. F. W.
law says that shooting shall not bea birthday cake, lighted candles and ^ eedei’ a,b° of Germantown,. Penn.
.
playroom favors, bouquets of butter- Mrs’ Keeder comes <or ‘ he first sea- f “
th® lst of October. Our
cups and daisies all about the c a m p / ” aad » * « » » * eharmed with the;
‘ ‘V T
6 U,e
■place and fascinated with fly fish-|
01 September, practically every
The little folks were seated and the:
ing which is a new art to her.
Dr. natlve blrd that ls that has been
ladies from the hotel were invited,
cake
canrlies
Gremmey
invited
Mrs.
Reeder
to
go ; PTotected and ralsed la Oxford coun
tq share the ice cream
first—time|ty *s off and away f rm
°r the South by
and orangeade. As a party with out
, - in the pool and for the
----------fishing left out at Upper Dam would Slle cast the
and hooked a salmlat ° ‘
The season benot be complete they all fished from !™ that dec!ded *° “ ake » ™ -P t . ^
1
a
days
l
the dam and a few leaps out of the after tbls- TIlis means none of the
the “ pool” and pretty little toys
, .
.
0..,.
water, but the lady keD t a watch n fiblrds ralsed here can be shot here
caught on their hook. Sitting on th e!x,
,
1
d WdCCU ori
.
,,
steps
children had
theirr picture
picture1the slIver beauty wblch was netted j ^ut.
be sIl0t flight.”
m Massachusetts on
steps the
tho cniiaren
naa tne
theircan
migration
taken and at 5 o clock all offering
.
**
’ dlIU u lie naa
..
,,
.
.
congratulations for Miss Suzanne who " e’ shed but
“ ore the J “ ter f d
received many ..retry gifts the party “ am« of another '“ Oy would now be W,lson of the Fjsh a,ltl Game Com'
receiveu many nreuy guis, m e party
record book
mission said that there was a good
ended and may these little ones for c
e ecora D001cs
many years to come on July 31 gathJudge Geo. S. Tennant and fami1 parafcrap 1 on le
er here to nice* and spend a happy ^ of JerseY Gi*y are spending two I
the
birthday with this little Philadelphia months in Boston Club camp.
Otis
,
- i o n wi 1 ta e
eiri
Whom
everyone
loa
e?
Mason
is
their
guide.
tlie
matt.er
Wlth
our
in
girl whom everyone lo.es
;
.
. .
Congress with a view to having the

GOLDSMITH
CAMP BURNED

Mrs. Ray Hicks of Colebrook, N. H.,
is the guest of her mother, Mrs. D. B.
Swett for a few weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Bedell and daughter
Lethe of Auburn, were the guests of
Mrs. D. B. Swett a few days last week.
Miss Charlotte A. Mathewson of
Providence is boarding at Bert Brown’s
for the next few weeks.
Will Goodwin and friends from Mexi
co are staying at the Goodwin camp at
the foot of the lake.
Mr. and Mrs. Jones of Newton, who
came by auto the first of the week for
a month, returned during the week on
account of the illness of Mr. Jones.
Mr. Mon tone and Mr. Baxter of New
Haven, who have been staying at Mrs.
Tainter’s for the past two weeks, retnrned home last Friday.
Miss Marion Jones of Newton, Mass.,
is the guest of Mrs. Bragg at Woronoco.
Mrs. Spanhoffd and daughter, Wilhelmina of Washington, D. C., are at Mrs
Tainter’ s for the rest of the season.
Prof. Spanhoffd who is teaching at the
summer school at U. of P., will join his
family later.
Dr. Bragg and Mrs. Bragg of Belj mont, opened their bungalow, Woronoi co last week. They have as guests
! Mrs. Bragg’ s mother, Mrs. Sawyer,
Count on Portsmouth-Portland Road I and her niece, Miss Dorothea Gray.
Mr. and Mrs. D. F. Field of Phillips
Shows Enormous Traffic.
have opened Camp Echo on the west
side. They had as guests recently Mrs.
Automobile tourists come into Maine N. U. Hinkley of Brooklyn, N. Y., mo
at the rate of over one every minute, ther of Mrs. Field; Misses Mabel Staraccording to a two hours' count made Ibird of Boston, Elzie Oldham, Farmingon the road between Portland and ;ton; Mrs. J. W. Brackett, Miss Miriam
Po/tsmouth one Saturday afternoon E. Brackett, Messrs. R. H. Pr ble and
R. H. Trecartin, Phillips.
recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Sturtevant of
The count was taken between 2.30
and 4:30 and was made by an automo Livermore Falls, with their ^children,
bile party bound to York Beach. Dur ; are at Camp Recreation for two weeks.
Mrs. Clara Stevens of Buffalo, N. Y.
ing that time the party passed nearly
Clarence R. Young of New York,; The flag is again flying at Camp necessary changes made in the laws
130 automobiles coming into Maine, is the guest of her mother, Mrt\ Hodswho was here for a spring fishing Bellevue as Dr. Norton Downs andj “ Sportsmen think an additional
bearing tags of states other than Maine don for two weeks.
Mrs. Sarah D. Wheeler of Cambridge, trip,, accompanied by Mrs. Young, Pafty of Philadelphia have arrived man shouId be employed- through Aua record of a little over one every min
f or an extended stay. The Doctor; gust c]oSe time on bJack ducks to
ute. Practically all of these machines Mass., is the guest of relatives and came Saturday for a short stay.
Joseph Naughton of
Richmond is accompanied by three children. prevent tbe poachers breaking up
carried baggage and to every appear friends for a week.
ance were tourists bound into the state. ! Dr. and Mrs. Charles Rowell were in Hill, L. I., N. Y., and wife aJid son, Mrs. Downs, who is in Europe will the flocks and killing the birds dur_
Joseph, Jr., who have been spending i0*11 the family in September. The ing bba^ month.”
In addition 40 Maine automobiles i town Sunday.
Dr.
and
Mrs.
Maurice
W.
Russell
of
a few days here are now at Vive Ya:^ Doctor’s brother and family, Dr. Rob-! Tke above ciippjng ajso brought
were passed bound east and consider
able over 100 automobiles of various ; Providence are at Camp Wooglin for Camp on the Narrows with Joe Mor- eft Downs and their father, Dr. R. N .1tbe statement that the commission
the month of August.
ris,, guide,
Roberts, make up the party and may|W0Ujd undoubtedly be willing to prostates were counted going west.
Mr. and Mrs. Taylor and daughter,
The automobile tourist tide has now
Last Sunday morning just before the days bring to them health and vide SUch a man if requested, just
set in in earnest and it is expected that |and Mrs. Hall of North Jay, spent Sun- sunrise a smoke was discovered in happiness while at their beautiful as they have heretofore and propose
the next, two or three weeks will see a i day in town.
to do at certain times of the year,
the boat house at Moses Goldsmith’s summar ca“ » here in MalneDr. and Mrs. Bigler and Dr. O. H. camp and several from the nearby
constant stream of machines pouring
Cne afternoon this week as George where needed.
in over the Portsmouth and Portland Haines of Philadelphia will spend the places arrived too late to save the Thomas, the guide, with a picnic
road. While this highway is handling next three weeks at the Maples.
10,000 dollar steamboat and the c o n - Party were returning from Sandy
N ot a P leasan t Occupation.
Mrs. King of Melrose arrived in town
the greater part of the traffic large
tents of the boat house. Mr. Gold-jCove,, they noticed inside the wire
A citizen who believes that a certain
Saturday
and
will
spend
the
month.
numbers are also coming through the
smith, who was in New York at the fence pu,t up to keep the deer from thing should be done called at the
Hiram Drake of Albany, N. Y ., is
Fryeburg a* d Bethel gateways.
time arrived this week, and we undew eating the “ garden sass” , a little Globe office and said, “ You can scold
the guest of Dr. Bragg at Woronoco.
the people 5 into doing it.” But we
Charles Haslam o f Providence is a stand there was no insurance, but fawn. It was a handsome creature, do not wish to become a common
4T PAY8 TO ADVERTISE
IN
covered
with
white
spots
and
George
guest at the Lake Webb House for a it is very fortunate that the camp
scold. People are becoming tired of
MAINE WOODS.
which is beautifully furnished, was caught him and brought him in his having others tell them what they
month.
arms
down
to
tfhe
hotel
for
all
to
should do.—Atchison Globe.
Mrs. B. J. Brown, Jr., Merrill W. not burned. The family is expected
Brown and Beatrice Brown of Provid in a few days for a stay of several see, and the children all gathered aMAPS OF MAINE
round and had a picture taken.
To Get Rid of Ants.
are guests at the Lake Webb weeks.
RESORTS AND ROADS ence,
Then they put the little deer on the
Sprinkle the place infested with red
House for the month of August.
Tbe true angler is glad that this*
pepper or powdered borax or paint
Maine Woods has frequent inquiries
Recent guests at the Lake Webb famous old pool is closed to fly fish lawn and watched it for some time
before it went back of the camps and with a pure solution of carbolic acid.
for maps of the fishing regions of the House are: George H. Lomas, Mrs.
ing only, for although all know there
Follow the trail of the ants to the
Btate, et/:. We can furnish the follow
Lomas, Miss Anna C. Lomas, Master are many big trout and salmon hid no doubt was met by its anxious place of entrance an* use the prevent
ing maps:
Franklin County
$ .50 George B Lomas, Misses A. J. Thorn- ing in tke pool, it takes much skill mother.
ive freely.
Somerset County
.50 ley, Alice R. Thomley, Millie Thomley, and time to catch.
one,, and day
Oxford County
.50 Howard W. Thomley, Albert Carpen
Easily Gauged.
after day there will be from two or
Piscataquis County
.50
Johnny was sent to the cellar to
Aroostook County
.50 ter, Mrs. J. M. Mackenzie, Miss Mari three tq eight or ten sending ^their dj-a\y a pitcher of cider. When he got
on
Mackenzie,
Pawtucket,
R.
I.;
Miss
Washington Couniy
.50
fly over the water, but fish as many back the guest commended him. “ You
Outing map of Maine, 20x35 in
1.00 Charlotte A. Mathewson, Mrs. B. J.
must have good judgment to have
Geological map of Maine
.35 Brown, Jr., Merrill W. Brown, Bea as may, and as Jong as they will,
there is no fear of the fish all being filied the pitcher so accurately in the
R. R. map of Maine
.35
Androscoggin County
.35 trice Brown, Charles R. Haslam, Pro caught., aiid only now and then is dark without running it over.” “Aw,
Cumberland County
.35 vidence, R. I.; R. S. Dockum, Water- one killed,, for all know a fish if that ain’t hard,” replied Johnny. “Yer
see, when the cider got up to the
Hancock County
.50 bury, Conn.; R. H. Cassens, Belfast.
N o matter how new o r how old your gun, it needs
caught on tire fly can be returned,, first joint of my thumb I stopped.”
Kennebec County
.35
“ 3 in O n e .” T rigg er, shell extractor, hammer, break
Recent arrivals at the Maples are W.
joints—
every action part o f any gun^works ea sie r ,
unharmed to the wrater.
Knox County
.35
su rer, truer, if oiled with 3 in O n e.
It cleans gun
Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties
.35 J. Hill, Henry Littlejohns, Mr. and
b
arrels
inside and out, rem oves residue o i burnt
During the last ten days but eight
Somewhat Ri3que.
pow d er, black o r sm okeless. P ositively prevents rust
Penobscot County
.5o Mrs. F. F. Talbot, George F. Talbot,
in any clim ate o r w eather. W ill not gum or dry out.
“Twobble prides himself on calling
Waldo County
.3o Helen Searles Marsh, M. P. Frank, j record fish have been caught and
“ 3 in O n e ” also cleans and polishes stock.
York County
.35 Portland; tdythe M. Marsh, Bessie |three of these by a fair young ang a spade a spade.” “ Quite so, but what
C p C C T ry this good oil on your gun at our expense.
I IlL iL i WVite for sample bottle and booklet both
makes his conversation offensive is
free. Library Slip in every package. 3 IN ON
E
J. W B R A C K E T T C O ., Hackett, Nellie A. Lander, Farm ler, Miss Beatrice E. Fair of East the fact that he doesn't confine him
O
IL CO.,
124 New St.f NEWYORK CITY.
Orange,
N.
J.,
who
with
Ernest
Grant
ington; Donald Chick, Texas; E. E.
self
to^spades.”
Phillips
Maine. Holman, Mrs. Charles Stanley, Dix- their guide, greatly enjoys
sit-

AT THE RATE OF
ONE A MINUTE

M A IN E

WOODS,

Lake Parlin House and Camps
Are delightfully situated on shore of Lake
Parlin on direct line from Quebec to Rangeley
Lakes, popular thorough-fare for automo
biles being a distance of 122 miles each way.
Lake Parlin and ttie 12 out ponds in the
radius of four miles furnish the best of fly
fishing the whole season The house and
camps are new and have all modern conven
iences. such as baths, gas lights, open rock
fireplaces, etc. The cuisine is unexcelled.
Canoeing, boating, bathing, tennis, moun
tain climbing, automobiling. etc.
H. P- McKENNEY, Proprietor.

YORK CAMPS,
RANGELEY. MAINE

J. LEWIS YORK, Prop.
F I S H I N G
AT

John.Carville’s Camps

Jackman, Maine

PIERCE POND CAMPS. Salmon weighing up
to 14 lbs. and trout up to 8 lbs. caught in Pierce
Pond in 1913. Best of fly fishing iD small ponds.
Send for circular and reference.
C. A. SPAULDING, Caratunk, Maine.

The G arry P on d G am ps
will open May 10, 1914. Good trout
fishing and good accommodations.
Send for Booklet.
HENRY J. LANE, Prop.,
Carry Pond, Maine, Via Bingham, Me.

at S p rin g L ake
Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps
are most charmingly situated on the shores of
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds,
purest of spring water and the table is first-class,
For the Season of 1914
elevation 1,800 feet above sea level, grandest scen
ery and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria
On the east shore of Rangeley Lake,
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake i
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring One of the best log cottages on the
Completely
streams and ponds Are abundance of brook trout. ' lake and in ideal location.
Buckboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family ! furnished, running water, baths and
summer resort. Telephone communications with
tillage and doctor. References furnished- Terms everything in first-class condition. We
have several other very desirable Sum
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
JOHN CARVILLE, Flagstaff, Me.
mer cottages on and near Rangeley

COTTAGE TO RENT

SADDLEBACK LAKE CAMPS.
In the
Rangeley Region. Booklet.
Hemon S. Blackwell, Dallas, Maine

Lake, fully furnished and at reason
able prices.

Furbish & Herrick.
Insurance and Real Estate,
Rangeley,
Maine.

M A IN E ,

A U G U S T 6, 1#14

Co. at Hillman.
The ceremony was performed by
the Rev. P. J. Clifford of Smyrna
Mills.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene C.
Marsh, life-long friends of the bride
and groom, were the attendants.
The bride was very attractively gown
ed in white and the conventional
wedding garb seemed strange, yet
beautiful, against the background of
log walls,, covered by all the usual
wall ornament—rifles, deer headsi,
wood trophies of a Maine lumber
camp.
After the ceremony an elaborate
wedding dinner was served—in camp
style—with the usual tin plates and
mugs, all the woodsy flavor of the
occasion preserved. During the af
ternoon there was a rifle match be
tween the Maine woods as repres
ented by the best man—the navy—
and the clergy, as should be upon
such an occasion the clergy won.
The happy couple will spend their
honeymoon in the Maine woods, re
turning after a few weeks’ stay to
their home in Madbury, N. H.—A
special in Bangor Daily News.

Where To Go In Maine

Write for (booklet.
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LARGE GROUP OF f
PHILADELPHIANS
------------

through the woods, the
occupy
month.

journey

to
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NOTE BOOK

Mr. J. L. Murphy, well known act
or, who la s played Kerry Gow for
thirty-three years,, and Mrs. Murphy!
are enjoying Kineo delights.
Mrs.
By Fly Rod
Murphy gave pleasure to the so-|
I took a day off this week and
journers here with a program of
wish I could find words to tell how
readings Friday evening.
much it brought to me, which like all
Recent arrivals at the Mt. Kineo pleasant memories, will last.
include Mr. Thos. Jewell Hallowell
Ti
. T
_
,
T
| It was Wednesday, and I was comand family, Mr. and Mrs. Jonathan
.
n
"
„ „
, „
ling out from dinner at the RangeA. Holmes, Miss T. C. Marshall, Miss, ,ey Lake Ho„ se> when my frIen4 ot
E; ,R!cha^d'
R °^ e” . E„
many years, Mrs. Daniel P. Hays of
and family, Mrs. Rufus E. Moore
New York and daughter greeted me
and daughter, Mr. C. Barry Mead,,
and asked, “ When are jyou to keep
Mr. F. A. Cott and family, Mr. C.
the promise made last year to spend
Roe Gardner, Mr. W. M. Flood, Mr. a day with us at Camp Ray?’’ (As
Ralph Peters,, Jr., Miss Majorie Sill- there is no time like the present I
cocks,, Mrs. Harry C. Palmer, Mrs. quickly answered, “ I’ll come tomor
Robert A. Osborn, Mrs. H. J. Lamar row if you iwish.”
And the hearty
Washington, Miss Elizabeth Osborne, “ We shall be delighted and will meet
Mr. E. W. Dayton,, Mr. Edward C. |you with our boat at Oakes’ wharf.”
Ely, Mr. Henry P. Dole, Mr. and Mrs.
I left Rangeley on the 8 o’clock
Ernest L. Simpson of Manhattan,! gtgal^1"” the next morning and Chas
Miss C. J. McKee, Miss Esther Ham,ln< the obliging captain, kindly
Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Siegrist, lef(. me fc f n)y waiting friends in
Brooklyn; Dr. W. Bryan, Staten, Is- the b(mt> two charmIng New York
land, Mr. Geo. P. Black, Palmer girls, Miss Bessie Hays,, who has just
Black,, Glen Cove,, L. I*, Miss A. L. com e from her class reunion at W ell
Pratt, Richmond Hill, L. I.
esley College and sister, Miss Mabel,
The arrivals of a large group of who gave classical readings with
Philadelphians is a notable fact of Miss Ida Renfy Judd last winter
the week, among them being Mr. and when not busy with her Settlement
Mrs. Harold P. Freeman, Mr. Clar-| work jn Mew York.
ence Freeman of St. Davids;
Mr.
The girls can handle the j oars

Social Life
Brooks
° ver‘ ' mostwharf
skilfully
and we
were soon
at
Social
Lite Unusually
Unusually Brilliant
Brilliant at
a t. James
brook. H'
Rev>
and and
Mrs.family
w . R.ofTurner
in front
of iCamp
Ray on

of Overbrook; Mrs. R. W. Downing tke lake si10re a short distance above
and family of Torresdale; Mr. and Oakes’. Mrs. Hays made me most
Mrs. Edwin Chapin Deardon and tw o .welcome for
the„ not ..heart , 00m
children, Mrs. Edgar T. Warburton, i where thereiis h6arth room ?”
Mrs. George D. B. Darby, Miss Janet
Last year Mr. Hays, who is a law
Darby, Mr. Douglass Darby, Master yer ‘and for twenty years has been
Donald Darby, Mr. W. W. Walton a guest at Mountain View, purchas
and family, Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Mc ed this lot of land and (built a most
Lean, their daughter and two sons, attractive but unconventional camp,
Mr. J. B. Kinley and family, Dr. and where the family come to spend the
Mrs. S. MacCuen Smith,, Mrs. Allen, summer in the open.
Unparalleled interest has been man Mrs. W. A. Rogers, Miss Elizabeth.
Mrs. Hays who is a real lover of
Smith and Lewis Smith, Dr. Jay F. home life, has taught her daughters
A back copy of the Ashland Gaz ifested in golf. The amateur record
Schamberg and family, Mr. and Mrs. the art of ^cooking a good dinner, of
ette has the following: F. E. Jor for 18 holes on the Kineo links was
W. H. Arrott.
broken
by
Mr.
George
E.
Marcus
of
which, they gave me proof.
genson of Haywood, chief warden
Arrivals at the Mt. Kineo from
Perhaps (there is no one around
for northern Aroostook is the proud New York who won low medal cup
possessor of a handsome trophy for best gross score in a competit New England points include Mr. L. these lakes who better loves and has
which he secured at the annual meet ion, twenty-five participating. Mr. R. Bolton,, Mr. T. R. Bradford, Mr. a ('closer friendship with nature in
of the Maine Sportsmen’s Fish and A. S. Elliott of Wilmington captured and Mrs, Edward Edwards,, Mr. Chas. all moods than this family.
I «regretted that Mr. Hays was not
Game Association held at Mountain low net prizes. The final In a L. Hildred, Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Web
View House, Rangeley Lakes, July match play handicap, thirty contest ber, Mr. F. Q. Avery, Mr. A. M. at home, but a letter from him writMiss Florence; ten at Kennebago the day before
ing, furnished the most thrilling^ Marcel of Boston;
2, 3 and 4.
Wood,
Attleboro;
Ray
Norton, 3rd Jtold of (the good fishing and that he
struggle
ever
witnessed
on
the
The prize is a beautiful solid sil
and
James
Welch,
3rd,
Great
Barring- had seen sixteen deer in their forcourse,
Roert
Nye
of
Springfield,
ver cup bearing the following en
Mass., and Col. L. W. Stotesbury of ton; Mr. a n d ' Mrs. F. M. Dunn, Ban-, est home.
graved words:
Mrs. J. J. Corn and children have
New York being tied at the end of gor; Mr. Chas. J. Kickham, BrookMaine Sportsmen’s Fish and Game
18 holes. For tfwo more rounds they line; Mr. and Mrs. Charles Buzzell, come from New York to spend the
Association
came in all even, 72 holes being re Exeter; Mrs. H. Sawin, Southboro, summer near her parents, and letMountain View, Me.
quired to complete the match, Mr. Mass.; Miss Anna Whiting, N ew ton;1ters from fpart o f the family in Eu1914
Mr. S. W. Philbrick,, Skowhegan; Dr. rope tell of <their coming later. I
Nye eventually winning.
Open-to-all-Match
Among 30 in sharp competition in and Mrs. S. W. Jenkins., Portland;! A large flag that was unfurled July
Presented by William Tell Club
the season’s continuous score con I. M. Ullman and family, New Haven 4, in honor of th e‘son’s birthday, Edwon by
test on the Hillside range,
Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Lyman B. Goff, Paw- ward D. Hays, can be plainly seen
This cup was won by Mr. Jorgen
floating in the 'breeze above the
John Reilly, Jr., of New York has tucket.
sen for the best score in the rapid
taken high
position among the
Mrs. James H. Geaghan of Brook- trees,
fire rifle match open to all.
A
! ladies. Mrs. Harvey J. Genung of line gave pleasure to a large audi-!
-A-Ugmst Camp Ray 'will be a
(Mexican silhouette target at a dis
Madison, N. J., leads all the sharp- ence by her splendid singing at the Tuerry place, as a house party of
tance of 150 yards was used, rising
! shooters with Dr. Ellice McDonald Mt. Kineo’s weekly concert.
young folks from 'New York have
from the ground, remaining in sight
of New York a close second.
Registered
at
West
Outlet
camps
^een invIte<i20 seconds, and then disappearing.
The hours passed far too quickly
| The Tallulah, belonging to vice are: Dr. G. H. Strodel, John H.
Any rifle, ammunition, and sight
j Commodore C. A. Conklin of Atlan- May, John L. Heaton,, Mrs. Louis when the whistle of the afternoon
except glass, was permissible. Mr.
Ita won the weekly motor boat race, Peiser, Henry Price,, W. H. Grim- boat called me, and I Iliad to say
Jorgensen used a new Remington
i Commodore Arthur B. Waring’s Ion- wood of New York; Mr. and Mrs. good bye. Many happy days to all
30 slide action rifle and U M C Rem
eta just nosing out Charles Martin w M> Hull> Philadelphia; P. D. Percheerful ^ e n d s ja t Camp Ray.
ington cartridges, and says that it
Clark’s Kin-nah-bah for second honor. ry> W orcester; Edward M. Bradley
is the best rifle he ever used.
In
Social life is unusually brilliant at and famiiy, New Haven; Frank M.
Spirit of Independence
the regular contest he tied another
Kineo
this
summer.
Afternoon
danAd
Rockville,
Ct.;
Mr.
and
Mrs.
^
contestant on a sicore of 26 out of
a possible 30 making the record in mug is a feature at the Moosehead j . M. Wheeler, Mr. and Mrs. J. R.
16 seconds, and later in shooting off .Lake Yacht Club, and the large Buck, Marion,, S. C.; Mrs. Roy Hutch sole. “ Mebbe ’tis. When I was a
the tie Mr. Jorgensen scored five ball loom of tiie Mt. Kineo presents inson> Melrose ;Mrs. Mable Hunt, young feller they had a man to call
Hen- the fiSgers at a dance. An’ you bet
straight bull’s eyes, making a per j a say spectacle each evening. A- Greenville, Me.; Mr. and Mrs.
mong the younger set dancing are ^ giegrist Brooklyn- W F
Good-1 we trled to mind him- Now everyfect score against the other’s 27.
Miss Clarice Patterson. Miss Eliza- „-in Mlsa c oodwln, Providence
; !;od5: ®et? out ° “ the fl00r an' leta
There were other evidences of ex beth
Osborn, Miss Katherine Clark..
j his feet do jes’ about as they please.”
cellent skill in shooting at this meet.
Mrs. Myra D. Patterson,
Miss
One in which our Haywood friend
Schulte,
Miss Antionette Schulte,
and 19 other wardens and guides
Miss Lucille Schulte,, Miss E. S.
took part, was the shooting at the
Corby of New York, Mrs. H. J. Lam
silhouette of a running deer. Each
ar Washington,, of Summit. N. J.;
one of the twenty gunners hit the
Messrs. Paul Feuchtwanger, Madison,
deer with all five shots, one man hit
N. J., John C. Lee, Easton, Pa.,
ting the heart five times.
Robert Nye, Springfield,,
Clarence
j Freeman, Philadelphia, John Hutch-j
A WEDDING
IN THE
MAINE ins, Boston, E. H. Miner and Ralph
WOODS
W. Halsey, New York.
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Frew and
1 Smyrna Mills, July 20—There is their daughter, Dr. Chas. A. Powers,
Look around and see if you haven’t some Fire Arms,
‘
i
t
a vast difference between Vera Cruz j Mr. and Mrs. George E. Marcus,,
and the Maine woods in scenery, cli Herman Marcus and Miss A. Clauss- Boats, A Dog, An Automobile, A Camera, Tent, Hammate and custom Si, yet none would en of New York were the guests
cavil at the choice of wedding sur of Mr. and Mrs. c . m . ciark on mock or something else you don’t want.
roundings made by Edward T. Mur their yacht recently. A sail to Lily
ray, Mechanic’s mate on the battle Bay with camp dinner ashore com*
ship Nebraska, just returned .from |pleted a .day’s pleasure.
IMexico and Miss Harriet Elizabeth
A merry group of young girls were
1Betnis of Madbury, N. H.
This dinner guests at the Mt. Kineo of
>
young couple consumated a child Miss Helen, daughter of Col. L. W.
\
?j ,, .
„
.,
,
hood friendship and a ripening af stotesbury, Miss Keyo Tetsuka, Miss
nave sold tilings for others, and we can do the
fection and courtship by being mar
ried in a log house in the midst of m fk ir jntL C partrM1 A pool” o f 1l i v e s a m e f o r y ° u R a t e s 0 n e c e n t a w o r d in advance.
the Maine forest at. noon, Saturday. fish was among the unique table dec-j
Address, Classified Department,
The place was the home of Mr. and orations.
Mrs. Burton R. Palmer, caretakers
Mr.Jc. H. Pfeiffer of New York is
MAINE WOODS,.
of the camps of the Dean Lumber i starting on a 250 mile canbe trip

JIM POND G A M P S
this Popular Resort.
IN DEAD RIVER REGION.
OTTER POND CAMPS
Are open to accommodate sportsmen for fish
Good fishing. Three miles buckboard
ing and hunting. Send for circular.
(Special to Maine Woods.)
rroad. Telephone. Daily Mail. Write GEORGE H. McKENNEY, Prop.,
Kineo, Moosehead Lake, Me,, Aug.
Caratunk. Me.
for booklet.
M. M. GREEN & BROS.,
1.—With interest in the outdoor life
Jim Pond Camps,
Eustis, Me.
at its height and unusual activity
in social functions, especially mod
ern dancing, the midsummer period
end
has arrived at this beautiful North
ern resort.

JORGENSEN WINS
IHANDSOME PRIZE

W EST
HO TEL

H. M. CASTNER,

Prop’r.
Maine

Portland,

Thoroughly first class. The hotel for
Maine vacationists, tourists and sports
men. All farm, dairy products, pork
and poultry from our own farm, enabl
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables,
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
American plan. Send for circular.
Camps at Long
Pond.
Ma n y
out-lying ponds,
S. C. HARDEN,
Rangeley, Maine

FISHING
Write

MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC HOUSE
AND LOG CAMPS.
Heart of the Rangeleys. Best fishing region
Special June and September rates. Booklet.
MRS. F. B. BURNS.
DEAD RIVER REGION

The Sargent. Up-to-date in every
particular. Maine’ s ideal family vaca
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting
section Cuisine unsurpassed.
E. F.
Look, Prop’ r, Eustis, Maine.
OUANANICHE LODGE,
Grand Lake Stream. Washington Co.. Me.
World wide known for its famous fishing,
vacation and hunting country.
Norway Pines House ami Camps, Dobsis Lake
Most attractive situation in Maine. Good
auto road to lodge. Plenty storage capacity for
machines. From there one can take steamer to
any part of thelaae territory. The best hunt
tng, fishing and vacation section of beautifu
Washington Co. Address for particulars W . G.
ROSE, Manager. Princeton. Me., Dec. 1st to
April ist.
RANGELEY LAKES
Camp Bemis, The Birches, The Barker. Write
for free circular.
CAPT. F. C. BARKER, Bemis, Maine.
VIA RUMFORD FALLS
Best Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly
hsning begins about June 1. Send for circular.
House always open. JOHN CHADWICK & CO.,
Upper Dam, Maine.
BELGRADE LAKES, MAINE.
The Belgrade. Bdst Sportsmen’s Hotel in New
England, Best black bass fishing in the world,
best trout fishing in Maine.
CHAS. N. HILL & SON. Managers.

CHASE POND CAMPS.- Now Is the
tune to plan your 1914 uutiug. Why
not take a trip to the real Pine Woods?
Camps reached same day from Boston.
Good trout fishing, mountain climbing,
boating, canoeing. Good log cabins.
Rates reasonable. Write for booklet.
G U l OHADOIJKNE, Prop.,

Bingliam, Maine

' “ PLEASANT ISLAND CAMPS

On Cusuptic Lake —Fishing unexcelled
—Best of hunting—Special rates for
June, September, October and Novem
ber—Write for Booklet.
Weston U. Toothaker, Proprietor,
Pleasant Island,
Maine.
RANGELE1 TAVERN S LAKE VIEW HOUSE
On Rangeley Lake.
Thoroughly modern. On direct automobile
route. Tavern all year. Lake View House
July 1 to Oct.
Best fishing: and hunting:. Booklets.

N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props.,
Raugeley, Maine.

SPENCER LAKE CAMPS
B "J
Fishins for Square Tail Trout.
Also Frol ling and Deep Water Fishing: for large
Togue. Private log Cabins neatly furnished for
each party. Best of table vegetables milk,
cream and poultry products from Camp Farm'
Send for Booklet W. IL BEAN, Proprietor,
Gerard, Somerset County. Maine.

BIG RESULTS
F R O M S M A L L AD S.

What have you for Sale or Exchange?

Someone else is sure to want it

Phillips, Maine

